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OF SK~L WATERSHED FLOODS.
An outdoor experimental rainfall-runoff facility was constructed at
Colorado State University. Initially the watershed consisted of a conic
section having an interior angle of l20o~ a radius of 110 feet and a uniform
slope of 5%. The surface of the watershed was stabilized by ~ering with
a sheet of butyl rubber. The rainfall is simulated by overlapping sets of
rainfall patterns from 164 sprinkler heads set at 10 feet above the surface of
the watershed. Rainfall intensities of approximately 0.5, 1.0~ 2.0 and 4.0
inches per hour can be produced by utilizing various combinations of sprinkler
heads. At the present time the experimental rainfall is uniformly distributed
in time and space over the watershed. In the future almost any variation of
distribution is possible since each of the 164 sprinklers can be individually
controlled according to any program. The runoff is measured through a 1.S-ft.
H-flume equipped with a modified FW 1 water stage recordar., The time scale has
been speeded up so that the smallest scale division corresponds to 5 seconds of
time. Experiments on butyl rubber surface have demonstrated that the kinematic
wave theory can be applied to computing the output hydrograph from the conic
sector by considering the watershed as a 5-element kinematic cascade where each
succeeding element is narrower than the previous element. For the case of the
converging flow on the conic section, it was found that the flow can no longer
be characterized as laminar. Research work is continuing.
Schulz, E. F., and V. M. Yevjevich
EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF SMALL WA~ERSIIED FLOODS
Y£Y wORDS: - *Rainfall-Runoff, *Hydrologic Models, *Rainfall Simulator~ Hydrology,
Surface Detention, Experimental Watershed, *Kinematic Wave Theory,
Kinematic Cascade, Laminar Flow, Turbulent Flow.
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EXPER~~TAL INVESTIGATION OF SMALL
WATERSHED FLOODS
This report presents the developments and summarizes the results of
the research up to the termination of Project B-030-COLO on 30 June 1970.
Certain aspects of the research work is continuing. The research support
we have received from the Office of Water Resources Research has aroused
some interest on the part of other public and private agencies. The
facility has the benefit:of a moderate amount of support fro~ the Agri-
cultural Research Service, an~the Department of the Army. The matching




The objectives of this research project were 1) to develop an
experimental facility wherein various theories and analytical methods
could be evaluated and 2) test analytical theories and 3) merge the
analytical models with observations of floods from small natural watersheds.
The long term objectives of the experimental rainfall-runoff facility is
to bridge the results between the small scale, "low-noise" experiI:lents
with the larger scale randomized data from natural watersheds.
The basic design of the experimental facility has been described in
reports issued in connection with a previous project and will be brought
current in this discussion. The results of experiments in connnection with
the Kinematic Wave Theory will be briefly summarized.
During the period of the current project considerable research effort
was devoted to the design, testing and development of a practical rainfall
simulator system. Initially it was desired to create a reproducible
storm having a uniform areal distribution of rainfall at a uniform intensity
for whatever duration required to bring various elements of the catchment to
an equilibrium rate of runoff. As the basic knowledge about the rainfall-
runoff process matured the areal and time distributions within the duration
of the model storm would be varied. The design and testing of the rainfall
system is presented in detail in a report included as Appendix I.
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SL~fr~Y OF FINDINGS
Initially effort was devoted to develop a rainfall simulator which
would duplicate some of the natural atmospheric processes in producing
the rainfall. In addition it was thought that any structure of the
rainfall simulator must not interfere with the trajectory of any rain-
drop falling on the experimental catchment. This meant that the simula-
tors must either be around the periphery of the catchment or would have
to be suspended above the catchment.
The effort to produce a rainfall simulator over a catchment of so
'great extent proved to be unsuccessful. It was decided to build a sim-
ulator over the upper conic section of the watershed based on the rainfall
simulator built in Israel and reported by A. Shachori and I. Seginer.
This design was based on the overlapping patterns of rainfall from a
number of adjacent individual sprinklers.
Extensive tests were made on various types and designs of sprinklers
and nozzles used for lawn irrigation. Several of the nozzles were thoroughly
tested over practical ranges of operating pressure and distance above the
ground. The model 78c Rain Jet nozzle operating at a pressure of 28 psi and
10 feet above the ground was selected for use.
Overlapping patterns from adjacent nozzles were combined by means of a
computer program to find the optimum spacing of nozzles. A test was conducted
on a small number of nozzles to verify experimentally the computer predicted
rainfall distribution. The final design was based upon overlapping patterns
from sprinklers equally spaced at 40 foot a distance. Higher ir~tf.lnsitia8
were obtained by increasing the density of the nozzles. The nozzles were
spaced at lO-foot intervals along a 2-inch aluminum supply line. These
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aluminum supply lines were spaced at 17.5 - foot intervals along t~2 long
axis of the watershed. Additional features of testing and design of the
rainfall simulator are given in Appendix I.
Kinematic Wave Experiments
The butyl covered upper conic sector was used as watershed to test
various aspects of the kinematic wave theory. The rainfall was uniformly
distributed over the catchment but since the flow is converging) the
depth of flow is increasing. As a result) the flow passed from a laminar
flow in the headwaters to a turbulent flow at the outlet where the runoff
hydrograph is measured.
It was found that the conic watershed could be represented by a kine-
matic cascade of five elements of decreasing width. A finite-difference
solution based on a rectangular grid was used, to solve the kinematic cascade.
Three finite-difference methods were used, they were:
1. Lax-Wendroft (Single-Step),
2. Upstream Differencing,
3. Brakensiek's Four Point Method.
A comparison of these results are shown in the report included as Appendix II.
The results presented in Appendix II were based on tests on the 120° butyl
covered conic section having a 110-foot length of overland flow.
Some experiments were conducted with shorter lengths of overland flow
and with sectors of 30°. The butyl surface was roughened by scattering gravel
over the surface. Some of these data for the smaller watersheds and for the
smaller rainfall intensities have been difficult to interp~et beeause of
stilling - well lag on the runoff recorder and because of uncertainty with
regard to the time of beginning and ending of the rainfall with respect to
the time scale of the runoff hydrograph. The runoff recorders have been
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modified and improved to eliminate these uncertainities and some of the
data will be repeated during the coming season. A summary of the other
runs is included in the report presented as Appendix III.
CONCLUSIONS
The facility has been in operation and has verified the validity
of the Kinematic \~ave Theory as applied to the concept that the conic
watershed can be considered as a series of cascades.
Weakness in the design of some of the instruments have been located
and corrected. The watershed in now being enlarged to add two intersecting
plane sectors to the conic sector. A variety of experiments dealing with
the mathematical modelling of flood runoff, channel morphology in an erodible
material and the routing of pollutants in a watershed system will be
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\lJere lO\'/ered slightly to further reduce the interaction, but the problem
was not completely removed.
h more serious problem was found to be the concentration that occurred
at the ends of the sweep of the nozzles. There is a certain amount of time
required to stop the nozzles and reverse the direction of movement. As
the speed of movement increases to provide a more uniform distribution
in time, the proportion of time required to reverse the movement becomes
grea ter. Large concentrations develop at the ends of the sweep.
This could not be lessened without causing the time distribution to be
worsened.
The above problems, coupled with the sensitivity of the jets to the
wind, led to the rejection of the rain gun system. The wind effect is
partly shown in Figure 7, where the lower part of the facility, at the
right edge of the figure, is receiving no rainfall. The break-un of the
jet to reduce other problems only intensifies the sensitivity to wind. This
sensiti vity i.s greatest for the lower intensities, which would be a frequent
part of the testing anticipated on the facility.
Grid System
When the preliminary survey of literature was made, the grid system
\Jas rejected because of the cost of the structural support requi red to
holJ the nozzles and water supply lines above the facility. During the
fall and winter of 1968-69, a modification of the grid system was given
further consideration. The system used by Shachori and Seginer (5) used
supply lines laid along the ground ~itb. the.- nti.lzzleS:. r~:j5ed by sma:ll<l p.;iPllS
to a height of 2 meters. Thus. no additional structural support is
required. The design that was considered for the experimental facility
Figure 7. Testing of Irrigation Guns
Figure 8. Test for Distribution of Intensities
for a Nozzle with Circular Pattern
CONSTRUCTION OF AN EXPERIMENTAL RAINFALL-RUNOFF FACILITY
Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
The advantages of controlled experimentation into the problems of
flood runoff, as distinct from the use of actual storm and flood data on
natural catchments, are sufficiently great that man.¥ attempts have been
made to utilize laboratory experiments in the study of runoff processes
(1.2,3). Rainfall simulators have been used in the past mainly for studies
of infiltration. detention storage, and overland flow. Hydrologists have
long felt the desire to use rainfall in such a way that results obtained
from a rainfall-runoff simulator could readily be applied to natural catch-
ments. However, the size. complexity and cost of a structure suitable for
study of the whole runoff cycle, and the inherent difficulties pf extra-
polating results from a IImodel ll catchment to a natural catchment have
discouraged the use of rainfall-runoff simulators for these purposes.
The rainfall-runoff experimental facility described in this paper
makes possible the study of a number of processes that cannot be studied
by small-scale laboratory models because of the problems of achieving
dynamic simnarity of hydrologic events. The philosophy and the general
classes of problems that can be studied on the experimental facility have
been presented previously (4) and will not be discussed in detail here.
However, a brief review of the history of the development of this facility
will be presented before the facility itself is described.
Development and use of the experimental facility is one phase of a
three-phase research program into floods on smaTI catci"if.rents. The other
two phases are:
(i) The collection and processing of rainfall, streamflow, and catch-
ment data for a large number of flood events that have been recorded
on small catchments throughout the world, and the storing of these data
on punched cards and magnetic tape for ready use and distribution, and,
(ii) Theoretical studies of the relation bet~~en flood hydrographs
and the factors that affect them, as well as the study of statistical and
other techniques that can be used for the analysis of data from experimental
investigations as well as from natural catchments. The three phases of the
research program operate in a complementary fashion to permit the application
of data and analysis techniques from a spectrum of sources to the study of
the rainfall-runoff relationships in natural watersheds.
OBJECTIVES AND CRITERIA
The rainfall-runoff experimental facility was established in the early
1960's as a part of the three-phase approach to the study of floods from
small watersheds. Although the rainfall-runoff simulator was originally con-
ceived as a tool in the study of floods, it soon became clear that such a
device could be useful in stUdying other hydrologic problems not related,
or only indirectly related to flood estimation. These include such things
as erosion studies and studies of the travel and dissipation of pollutants
(chemical, biological and radioactive) in the watershed environment. The
potential uses in these areas are discussed in more detail in the previous
report (4). The aspects of interest for this report are the advantages in
using the experimental facility and requirements that such uses place on
the faci 1i ty .
All the advantages in studying simulated rainfall-runoff events on an
artificial catchment rather than naturally-occurring events on natural
catchments deri"Je fram the fact that tile simulat2dev·~nt e,J,n be controlled,
whereas the natural event cannot. Bri efly. the advantages are: (a) the
potenti a1 homogeneity of any factor; (b) the controlled vari abil i ty of any
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factor; (c) the time factor in obtaining results; and (d) the convenience
in experimentation. These wi 11 be explained more fully bel 0\'1.
Homogeneity. ~Jhereas in nature an variables "in general are variable
in either space or time 0:- both, in a rainfall-runoff simulator, any one or
all variables c;:)" be made homogeneous over the whole area of the simulator
and throughout the period of a test. This capability should be helpful in
isolating the effect of a variable, since it will avoid the necessity of
developing and using "averagell or "index ll measures of variables, or sampling
variables across the area or in time. For example, if main stream slope
is made uniform for a particular test, there will be no doubt about the
appropriate measure of this variable as there is in the case of natural
streams. This doubt has led to the development and use of at least four
different measures of main stream slope, two being purely geometrical, and
the others allowing for the effects of slope changes on velocity of flow.
No one method is widely accepted, so the avoidance of this confusion will
be an advantage for the artificial stream. The advantage applies to all
characteristics of both the rainfall and the catchment.
This capacity for homogeneity of variables will also be useful in pro-
Viding standard conditions against which results for non-homogeneous conditions
can be compared. For instance, it seems logical to run tests in which rain-
fall intensity is approximately uniform with respect to time and area (al-
though this never occurs in nature) to prOVide a yardstick against which
the resul ts of rainfalls of varying degree of non-uni formi tycan be compared.
Variability. An obvious advantage of the artificial event over the
natural is the ability to change any particular variable between tests, while
keeping all other variables unchanged. This variability between tests is
not to be confused with the homogeneity or othen~ise of a variable within a
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test, which was discussed in the preceding paragraphs. Any particular
variable can be either homogeneous or non-homogeneous over the area of the
simulator or throughout the duration of a test, but it is important to be
able to vary its value or average value over a wide range in a series of
tests (without varying any other independent variable) to isolate its effect
on whatever dependent variable (such as flood peak) is being studied. This
is mpossible to do on natural catchments and so it has been impossible to
isolate the effect of anyone variable with confidence.
In nature, it is necessary to use data from many catchments in order
to get a range of values of anyone variable, but use of many catchments
also results in a range of all other independent variables. Thus,extracting
the effect of anyone variable becomes an inaccurate process, especially if,
as is usual, the number of catchments and runoff events used is small.
Time Factor. A major disadvantage and inconvenience in most hydrologic
studies is the relative paucity of data that arises from the relative short-
ness of most hydrologic records. Since, with an artifical rainfall simulator,
it is not necessary'to wait for natural storms to occur, a large body of
data can be obtained in a short time. This is an important advantage of
the use of simulated events.
Convenience. The location of the experimental facility at the
Engineering Research Center makes workshop, laboratory, storage, office and
data digitizing f~cil;ties readily available. The faculty members can
supervise and mon;t~r the progress of experiments during each day. Continual
contact can be had with the experimental effort.
REQUIREMENTS FOR FACILITY
The requirements for the experimental facility may be presented in
three general clas~es: (1) control of rainfall, (2) measurement of variables
and (3) modification of basin characteristics.
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1. Control of Rainfall
Uniformity and reproducibility. The controlled application of rain-
fall is the most important feature of the rainfall-runoff simulator. This
is the characteristic that distinguishes the facility from experimental water-
sheds. The basic requirements of the artificial rainfall are areal uniformity
and reproducibility. The facility should be capable of producing an approxi-
mately uniform spatial distribution of rainfall over the basin to minimize the
masking of the basin response by rainfall variations. A perfectly uniform
distribution will not be achieved, but a close approximation should be
possible. Natural rainfall is never completely uniform, but the more nearly
uniform the rainfall is over the entire basin, the more easily the effects
of the watershed response may be evaluated from the experimental data.
The reproducibility of rainfall conditions is more important than
uniformity. A repetition of an experiment under identical conditions is
frequently useful to confirm results for the observed trial or to fill in
measurements that may have been missed when an instrument did not operate
properly. It is not necessary that a specified distribution be achieved
without a trial-and-error approach, but once the control settings for a given
pattern of rainfall have been determined, it should be possible to reproduce
the conditions with a high degree of reliability at any later time by
making the appropriate control settings.
For many studies it will be convenient to have the ability to vary
the input in time and space. The experimental facility does include some
provision for this.
For erosion studies~ the artifical l'ainfal-l should approxim'ate' the
spectrum of impact energi~s of natural raindrops. This will be difficult
to achieve over the full range of input intensities.
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2. 1·1easurement of Variables
General reguirements. The distribution of parameters and variables
in both space and time dre needed to interpret the response of the water-
shed system. If control of the input and state parameters of the system
~vere perfect, their measurement \'iould be of only minor significance because
the values could be deteYTl1ined- from the control specifications. Since the
control is imperfect and the uniformity of ra-infall can only be estimated
before the facility is operated, the measurements will be quite important.
The instrument readings from all instruments should be transmitted
to one location for observation and as much of the data as possible should
be recorded automatically. This is needed because the changes in the
variables may frequently occur faster than a person can take down values.
Also, when the data are recorded automatically, there is less chance of
error in recording values. Since most of the data will be analyzed with a
computer, direct digital recording should be utilized as much as possible
to speed the assembly of the basic data into form for computer input.
3. Controlled Parameter Variations
The third requirement of the rainfall- runoff experimental facility
is the abiliy to vary the basin parameters in a controlled manner. The
shape of the basin and the stream configuration represent large scale
parameters that can be varied, and the surf ace roughness and detention
characteristics represent more readily variable parameters. The
large scale parameters will be modified by using earth-moving equip-
ment to reshape the pasin~ so they will be varied less frequently than
the other variables.
The major points that should be recognized in scheduling para-
meter variations are (a) that dre .•esE.:'::,rch p ....J.:f'.·shGdld b<! (k-Sl.!:;l'h>ci'3S-·
the more easily varied par8.ll1eters are modified as much as possible
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before the major features such as shape and stream net work are
changed; (b) that the ranges and step sizes of parameter variations
should be adjusted as experimental dQta clarifies thE' relative signifi-
cance of various factors; and (c) the processes may be more readily
evaluated if they can be physically isolated in the basin.
P~ELIMINARY STUOIES OF FEASIBILITY
The initial investigations of the concept of the experimental
facility were supported by the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station,
now called the Colorado State University Experiment Station. These
efforts included the selection of the location for the facility, the review
of literature concerned 'with the use of rainfall simulators in erosion..
infiltration and overland flow studies and the determination of how
the slopes and overall shape of the catchment would be changed.
The location of the experimental facility was determined on the
basis of water supply, shop, office and automatic analog-to-digital
data conversion facilities. All of these facilities are readily available
at the CSU Engineering Researoh Center, Foothills Campus. A site that
could contain the one-acre facility was available adjacent to the Research
Center and was selected. The water supply for the hydrologic and hydraulic
facilities comes from Horsetooth Reservoir, beside which the Engineering
Research Center is located. A 36-inch supply line bring s an ample
supply to the facilities.
The literature review on rainfall simulators revealed that
. simulators have been used for a nllmber years for erosion and infil-
. tration studies and for small-scale laboratory experiments in overland
flow. No system was found in the preliminary reviews that could be
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efficiently adapted to the proposed facility. A tentative design based
on large fog nozzles mounteel on towers was formulated during this
period, but a continuing review was made of othel' potential systems.
The existing system \vas adapted from one found later in the stud,Y.
The final decision in the feasibility phase of the research concerned
the method of changing the slopes and shape of the catchment. Small-scale
laboratory models can utilize platforms that are tilted to provide the
desired slopes. The 3-foot diameter, BOO-foot long pipe at the Engineering
Research Center facilities, had also been provided with slope adjustment.
However, because of thelarge area involved in the proposed facility, the
platform would be very costly. It was decided, instead, to use earthmoving
equipment to mold the large-scale features of the facility. A number of
experiments can be run with small-scale features varied before a major change
is required.
OWRR GRANT-PHASE I
In 1966 the Department of the Interior, Office of Water Resources
Hesearch, provIded a matching grant for Phase 1 of the design, construc-
tion and usc of the experimental facility. The work during this two-year
period consisted of rnaking a concise formulation of the philosophy of use
and objectives of the experimental facility, conducting preliminary
design studies and installing the major facilities, such as the water
supply lines from the 36 -inch main to the experimental facility. The
results of this work are reported in a previous report (4) and only a few
points will be touched here.
The first design project was the main supply line for the fccility.
A 26-inch diameter main ran past the site of the facility carrying water
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from the 36 -inch main to the Hydromachincry Laboratory. A 10- inch line
was connected to the 26-inch mo.in and was laid around the site of the
facility. The to-inch line lies outside the experlrnC'ntal runoff area
except at the upper end \\-here it had to cross the area. Thus. whatever
rainfall system was later installed could be supplied from both sides
of the facility. The main control valves were installee! in the to-inch line
and a drain line was located between the la-inch line and a creek draining
the site. The drain line can be used to empty the to-inch line or to
control the pressures in the line by diverting part of the flow at times.
Although no attempt was made to model a specific watershed, it
was necessary to decide on a shape and slope for the Facility represen-
tative of typical small watersheds. Rather than make a capricious decis ic
it was decided to study the shapes and slopes of actual watersheds for whi~
data were available.
Sixty-one small watershed were studied to determine a represen-
tative shape. For the initial geometric shape of the Facility it was
decided to compromise betw-een the results obtained in the survey of the
small watersheds in nature and the natural shape of the selected Facility
site. Furthei'more, it was decided to simplify the initial shape and
drainage characteristics as much as possible. The less complex the
geometrical shape of the basin, the less difficulty will occur in data
analysis. The shape selected is composed of t\'/o intersecting planes
and an upper conic section. Each of the sections can be readily
described by a simple mathematical function.
The preliminary shaping of the facility was performed aftcr the
10-i nch supply line had been insialled. The slope..3 were broughtapprox-
imatcly to t.heir desjgn value::: so that settling could take rla(~e hefore
the final adjustments were made.
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The tests of rainfall systems during Phase ~ W8re related m<1inly
to nozzles that could be usee! in the tower system. A number of tes ts
were performed on individual nozzles under varying wind conditions to
determine the distributions of intensities. The testing pl'ogram will
be discussed more in Chapter .2. A rotating head was designed to
provide a more uniform spatial distribution '.vith the nozzles. The
intensities of rainfall that would occur with several of the towers opc rating
were rather high, so alternative systems were still being considered.
The necessary prerequisites in the 0JXTction of the facility are the
simulation of natural precipitation, and the subsequent measurement of the
precipitation and runoff. Precipitation measurement should be as accurate
as possible and should be continuous during any given simulated storm. To
accomplish the objective of both accuracy and sensitivity, the capacitance
gage system for measuring and recording very small surface waves was
adapted to a standard precipitation gage. The capacitance gage senses
the depth of water at a given instant of time. The depth is transmitted
as an electric signal either to a magnetic tape recorder or directly to
the analog-to-digital converter. The latter records the data on punch
cards for analysis by computer.
In addition to precipitation, it will be necessary to measure
the runoff amount produced by a given rate of precipitation. The
H-flume developed by the Agriculture Research Service was chosen
for the purpose. The principal reasons for selecting the H-flume
were; (a) simplicity in design and construction, (b) freedom of
passage of debris througll the measuring section, and (c) below
surface construction of the head box minimizing the formation of
backwater at the measuring structure.
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The second phase of the construction of the eXF"::' ::-~!cntal
facility \vas funded under a hl/o-year matching g~'1it ;),y O\VRR in
1J68. The level of funding was less than had originally been planned
for, and thc:!.'cfore only the upper conic section cO'..llcl be developed
to demonstrate the use of the felcilit)'.
The primary emphasis during the first year of Ph2.se 2 \vas
on the selection of the final rainfall system. Two a.ltcnntives to
the tower systcrn wen: examined. One was the ll;:;C of large irrigation
guns located outside the catchment area. These guns left the area
free of obstructions. but had sjgnificali disadvant,lges that Icc! to the
rejection of this approach. The second alternative was based on
small-diameter aluminum irrigatioa pipe with SL:1ull sp!'inl\l81's,
such as are llsed in lawn spdnklel' systems. A number of spJ:'inklccs
wel'e investigated) and one was found that pcrforrncd ace eptably. The
individual nozzles were tcstecl)n the laboratory to detecmine the
cli3trihution of intensities. /\ computer program was then usee! to
simulate the operation of a number of nozzles ..vith ave rlapping
patterns. A cod'ficient of variation. of about 10% \Vas found to he
possible for a range of int ensities from O. 5 to 4 inches per hour.
:\ pilot ::;ystern was field testerl and found to be satis Llcwry. The
full system fOl' the upper con ic section wasinst~llled \iUl'ing lhi:::
second summe r of Phase 2, and an initial set of expe rlrrl(~nts we ce
run du dng the fall.
expu'jmental research. This cooperation i11l: lUUCO pn.)rc's~;icnai
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and graduate research assistant work on the development of the
facility and provision of equipment such as chart - recording gages for
rainfan and streamflow. The chart-recording gagt.s provide
immediate graphical presentation of data to supplement the digitized
records.
The treatment of the surface of the facility'to make it impermeable
was changed in Phase 2. Originally, the covering; of the facility with
butyl material had been rejected on the basis of cost. However, the
availability of a quantity of butyl on surplus made it economically
feasible to use. The upper conic area was, therefore, covered with
butyl after the final shaping was performed.
The capacitance raingages, which had performed satisfactorily
in the laboratory, were found to have instabilities when installed
in the field. A number of tests by project personnel resulted in the
use of larger probes with heat -shrink plastic coatings instead of
enamel. Several gages have been modified and appear to be operating
satisfactorily in the field.
The upper conic section is essentially complete and has been used
for a series of tests in the cooperative effort of CSU and the ARS. The
tests varied the area of the catchment contributing runoff by (a) separating
off a 30° sector, giving data from 30°, 90 0 and 1200 sectors, and (b)
by using shorter radii than the 110-foot radius of the basic sector.
In addition, a series of tests was run with small-size gravel providing
,
roughness and sun<:.ce detention effects.
The following chapters of this report describe the development
of the major components of the experimental facility in more detail.
Chapter 2 discusses the rainfall system, Chapter 3 presents the instru-
mentation for measuring rainfal-J and runoff and Chapter 4 discusses the
shapes and surface treatment of the facility.
POTENTIAL APPLICATIO~S
The experirnental facility has potential, not only in studies of
\vatershcd response as reported in Chapter 5, but also in other investi-
gations·. 1'\vo such uses are included in research that has already
been funded this year. One study concerns the quality of \vater running
off fran) waste piles of oil shale in Colorado. Part of the research \vill
use the facility to provide artificial rainfall on oil shale material and
collect the runoff for chemical analysis. The other project is a study of the
geomorphological developnlent of river basins. An erodable rnaterial
will be used and several drainage systems \viII be developed. This project
is funded through the Geology Department at CSU, but is of interest in
Hydrology as \ve II.
The potential of the rainfall-runoff facility.is indicated by the nature
of the research that has alrea dy begun to develop around it. The results
from these initial studies \tvill stimulate additional research efforts. The
facility \viII be of very great value in the study of many processes of
\vatershed response in runoff.. \yater quality and geornorphology





The artificial rainfall system is such an important part of the
experimental facility that considerable research and test studies \'Jere
performed before the fi na1 des i gn \'/as ach; eved. /'J. revi ew \'Jas made of
literature concerning the use of rainfall simulators in l~boratory
studies of overland flow and field studies of erosion and infiltration.
liasea on th is rev; ew the fo 11 O\'Ji ng factors were cons i dered to be
important in the design of the system: (1) distribution of intensities
in time and space, (2) distribution of drop sizes compared to the drop
size distribution of natural rainfall, (3) cost of constructing the
system,. (4) convenience and flexibility of the system in providing a
variety of inputs under a range of field conditions and (5; the degree
of interference with access to the catchment and with operation of
other hydraulic facilities at the Engineering Research Center.
"The intensitie~ and drop sizes are related because large nozzles
tenu to produce larger drop sizes and higher intensities, while smaller
nozzles" can generally provide more uniformity and greater flexibility
in the choice of intensities. A number of indices of the uniformity of
rainfall have been described in the literature. For the purpose of
comparing different systems, tne coefficient of variation of the spatial
distribution of intensities was used. The criterion for acceptance of
the uniformity of an input wa:~ set as a coefficient!" of' vartation less than
0.10 over the range qf intensities to be used for the rainfall tests. The
criterion for drop sizrs is more difficult to specify. The point of
interest is thetiistribution of impact energies for erosion. The effect
of rainfall is n:odified by the protective influences of natural vegeta-
tion and the overlan~ flow water depth in natural ~etersheds. Another
factor to be considered in selecting the rainfall system is the sensi-
tivity of the input to wind. The facility will be subject to a certain
amount of wind at all times. If the system is highly sensitive to wind,
there \vill be more times that the facil ity must be shut down and there
will be more difficulty in reproducinginput patterns.
Combining the criteria for the rainfall system with the study of
simulators that had been used previously led to the selection of three
types of rainfall systems for further study. A system of fog nozzles
on towers about 30 to 50 feet high was the first system investigated in
detail. The second type of simulator was the large-diameter irrigation
gun system that has been used for irrigating large fieldS. The third
system was based on the concept of a grid of small nozzles over the
catchment. This type \'las originally rejected because of the cost of the
supporting structure, but a modification of this type ~las found to be
feasible and was given further testing.
Fog Nozzle, Tower System
The system utilizing fog nozzlesof the type used in fire fighting
seemed to offer the 1I10S t paten ti a1 for adapta ti on to the needs of the
facility. The first studies \'Iere therefore conducted with these nozzles.
A number of noz~les were obtained from government surplus and laboratol'y
.studies were performed to determine the flow characteristics of the nozzles
under various line pressures. The head loss through the nozzle and the Dow r;:
I
at each pressure and at each position of the nozzle, from the smallest
opening to the full open position, were determined. It was found that
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the discharge \'Jas the same for all openings at a given pressure and the
loss characteristics were similar for all pressures. Thus, the nozzles
could be modeled by the standard hydraulic principles to extend experi-
mental results with computer analyses.
The fog nozzles have too long a trajectory for the jet to be tested
in the laboratory to determine the distribution of intensities that will
be generated. Therefore, an outdoor testing rig was constructed as
shown in Figure 1. A framework on the right side of the figure provides
support for the nozzle at a height of about 8 to 10 feet above ground.
Water was supplied to the test site by the large supply line from
Horsetooth Reservoi r. The water was pumped through a fi re hose to the
nozzles. For some of the tests an elevation greater than 10 feet was
required. A 2-inch diameter steel pipe was temporarily supported by a
crane for this series of tests, and heights up to 50 feet were tested.
A grid of cans was set up to collect the precipitation from the nozzle
during a measured length of time. The nozzle was oriented at various
positions from horizontal to vertical to provide varying trajectories.
Examples of the test results from three of these runs are shown
in Figures 2, 3 and 4. The isohyets of the depths of water collected in
the cans are drawn on these figures. In the first example the nozzle
is located in the lower righthand corner and is oriented in a horizontal
direction. It is se~n that the larger drop sizes provide a concentration
of input in the area where the main jet is directed, and a decreasing
amount is carried beyond and to the sides of the main jet. The degree
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Figure 2 Distribution of Precipitation from a Nozzle D~~ccted H(i).rUon t.:Uly
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Date: Oct. 6) 1966 Run NO.2
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Figure 3 Distribution of Precipitation from a Nozzle Directed Vertically
Date: Oct 7, /966 Run NO.4
Figure 4 Distribution of Precipitation from a Nozzle at 450 from Horizontal
The second example shows a nozzle in the center of the measurement
grid and oriented vertically. The isohyets show the general radial char-
acter of this distribution, grading from a high intensity at the nozzle
to zero as you move away from the nozzle. A slight wind effect is notice-
able in this test. There is a shift of the isohyets toward the top of
the figure from the radial symmetry that would be expected in the absence
of wind. Note that the higher intensities are less affected than the
lower intensities. This supports the hypothesis that the higher inten-
sHies are in areas that have larger drop sizes. The smaller drops are
affected more strongly by the wind.
The 45-degree orientation is shown in the third example. A large
concentration still occurs in the immediate vicinity of the nozzle.
1i00'iever, the di s tri buti on is more uni form a short di stance a\"/ay from the
nozzle and the highest concentrations occur slightly removed from the
nozzle. The center of the pattern shows greater uniformity than in the.
case of the vertical orientation.
The effect of the wind was investigated more fully in a set of
tests is which the wind speed and direction were measured several times
during each run. Figures 5 and 6 show the isohyets from a few of these
tests. The runs illustrated are made with the nozzle at different
elevations. This shows that the effect of the wind is greater at the
higher elevations. Part· of this is due to the greater degree of breaking
up of the large drops into smaller drops as the f:311 is increased. A
second factor is the higher velocities of wind that occur at greater
heights above the ground. Tile velocity medSurements'were dTT made crt
about the same height, so the \"/ind speeds actually acting on the nozzle






















Nozzle Position and Direction
Nozzle Opening: half
Nozzle Height: 30 '- a"
Wind Speed: 3 - 6 - 2 - 3 -3 - 2 - 2 - I - 0 - I mph
Wind Direction: S E
Time: 10 minutes






1_ 7~'- 0" J
Nozzle PosItion and Direction:
NOlZ Ie Opening: half
Nozzle Height : 20 1 -: 011
Wind Speed· 8-10- 51- -8..L-5-6-IO-61 - 51 mph. 2 2 2 2
Wind Direction: SE
Time: 10minutes
FiHure 6 Effect of Stronger Wind on Precipitation of Nozzle 20 feet High
The greater influence of the wind on the areas of lower intensity is
still shown in these results.
Another effect of increasing the height of the nozzles is to increase
the area of coverage. Part of this is due to the influence of the wind
on the smaller drop sizes. The effect is to cov~r more area with rela-
tively low intensities, so the average intensity over the original area
of coverage is not changed much. The increased area covered tends to
counter srnne of the disadvantages of increased height, but is not a
dominating influence by itself.
The testing program also provided data for comparing the effective-
ness of the different nozzle openings. The smallest opening gives the
concentrated jet that has a long, narrow distribution. This pattern is
not satisfactory for a nozzle that is held stationary over the facility
because of the small area covered. The full open position gives the
extreme fog effect, which has small drops and a small area of coverage.
This causes high intensities and high sensitivity to the wind. An inter-
mediate opening gives a greater area of coverage and a more uniform pattern
of input. The major disadvantages of both extremes are absent, giving
the most satisfactory stationary distribution.
The distributions of rainfall provided by the nozzles were super-
imposed to detennine the pattern ot'input that would result from a set
of nozzles located on a single tower and directed in different directions.
Several patterns were tried, with the superposition being done manually.
It was clear that there is considerable non-uniformity in the distribu-
tion over relatively small distances and the pattern is not very satis-
factory. In the real system there would be a certain amount of random-
izing due to the wind and the interaction of drops from different nozzles,
so the actual distribution should be more uniform than is indicated by
these tests. However, the basic characteristics of the pattern wi 11
persist in the actual system, giving high intensities with considerable
local variation. In addition, the best orientation for the nozzles
change as the wind pattern changes.
Because of the unsatisfactory nature of the distribution that \~as
expected from the stationary placement of the nozzles, a rotating head
was designe~ to be mounted on the top of a tower or pipe. Four or five
nozzles can be mounted on the head, and, as the assembly rotates, each
of the nozzles sprays over the entire 360-degrees of the compass. The
result provides radial symmetry in the absence of wind effects. The
rotating head is driven by the reaction of the jets issuing from the
nozzles. The directions of the jet can be adjusted, so the amount of
reaction can be controlled and the spray can be directed at some angle
between horizontal and vertical. The rotating head has been described
in the previous report and will not be presented in more detail here.
A pilot system .../as constructed and operated sati sfactorily, under moderate
wind condit;pns, but the high intensities and the sensitivity to wind led
to further study of alternative systems.
Irrigation Gun System
The tower system described above also had the disadvantage that it
required the installation ofperrnanenttowers on the interior of the
facility. This restricts the movement of large machines used to change
the shape Of the catchment. Therefore, one of the criteria given extra
weight in tile additional studies \'Jas to leave the catchment as free from..
obstruction a~ possible. The system based on large irrigation guns was
parti cuI arly attracti vr: t"ror:l this s:t<lJnd4Joimt- Thf'-..se g.l;Hi$,. ra:ve:, been 1[']04
in irrigation systems to give a very uniform input over large areas. The
catchment could be left entirely free of towers. Four of the guns were
obtained and a pilot system was tested on the facility.
The testing indicated several problems that had not been anticipated
in the preliminary study of the system. The first problem was the inter-
mittent nature of the jet because of the reaction arm used to drive the
sprinklers. Part of this was anticipated, so a motor drive was designed
for the system. Hm-lever, the reaction arms were left on the nozzles to
give a more uniform distribution of input. It was found that the reac-
tion arms caused a definite jump in the position of the nozzle as can be
seen in Figure 7, where the jet on the far side has two jets, or parts of
jets, separated by a discrete increment. The near jet shows a related
problem, namely, the intermittent input that occurs in the inunediate
vicinity of the nozzles. There is input only when the reaction arm has
just hit the jet, as is the case with the near nozzle. The reaction
causes a long delay before the arm again hits the jet. Thus, the areal
average may be uniform over long periods of time but there is considerable
short-term variation in the distribution. This can be partially overcome
by replacing the reaction arm with a stationary deflector in the jet.
This causes a more uniform distribution, but it also cuts down the distance
to which the jet can reach.
A second problem with the large guns was the interference occurring
between jets from different nozzles. The jets reach beyond the center of
the facility and collide with those on the otryer side. This causes local-
ized areas of high intensity. The deflector in the jet could only par-
tially overconle this effect. The nozzles on one side of the facility
here at Colorado State University is based on the use of small diameter
aluminum irrigation pire supported slightly above the ground and having
the nozzles raised to height of 10 feet by the smaller steel pipes. The
aluminum pipe is supported by a small bipod at the riser for the nozzle.
Thus, a minimum of structural support is required and the pipe is above
ground so it does not influence the surface flow. The details of the
sys tera \'/ill be presented ina 1ater secti on of th; s chapter.
A number of nozzles \'Iere given a preliminary screening to find some
that could satisfy the needs of the facility. (The nozzles that were
used by Shachori and Seginer were no longer available.) Several sprink-
lers of the type used in lawn sprinkler systems were found to be worthy
of further testing. The individual nozzles were first tested in the
laboratory to determine the distributions of intensities that are given.
Some of the nozzles being tested provided circular patterns and one
nozzle gave a square pattern. A series of tests were run at different
pressures to determine the intensity patterns. Then the testing was
shifted to the outdoors to include the effects of wind. The test facility
is shown in Figure 8, set up on the outdoor facility for one of the nozzle
tests. The results of three tests are shown in Figures 9, 10 and 11.
The nozzle was operated for a measured length of time) usually 15 or 20




t'\ computer program Has v/ri tten to s imul ate the operati on of the
system of nozzles over a rart of the facility. The program reads in the
data from the test run and converts the measured volumes to intensities
in inches per hour. The 1oca ti on~ oiL the n02'2:.1 ~S!>i,a re rreacd i Y:l, te_rm$)~-a.f
coordinates on a master grid. The distribution of the input is then
determined as a function of the relative position I·lith respect to a
nozzle. This is handled in one of two ways, depending on whether or not
radial syllJl1etry is assumed. If radial symmetry is assumed, then the
location of each measurement is computed as a radial distance from the
nozzle. The measuranents within one grid interval, centered on a grid
point along a radius, are then used to determine the average value of
the input at that distance from the nozzle. For example, looking at
nozzle 415, there are eight measurements that are between 5 feet and 7
feet from the nozzle. The average volume is 23 011. The corresponding
intensity, 0.15 in/hr, \A/ould then be assigned to the 6-foot radius if a
2-foot grid increment is being used. The other measurements would he
treated in a similar manner. If radially symmetry is not assumed, the
observed data are used to fill in the complete grid by a process of inter-
polation. One quadrant of the distribution is given more completely.
For example, th~ second quadrant is filled in on 4-foot increments for the
square nozzle of figure. The secohd quadrant would then be filled into
2-footincrements to correspond to the step size on the axes. Then the
second quadrant data is used with the observations in the other quadrants
to complete the entire grid about the nozzle.
For each nozzle, the positions of the locations of data points on
the relative grid about the nozzle are converted to .the corresponding
location on the master grid, and the intensity contribution for the nozzle
is added to the intensity matrix of the master grid. When all nozzles
have been thus considered, the effect of the set of nozzles is contained
in the master grid intensity matrix. The average intensity over a section
in the center of the overl ap area. i S c.omn.uted. and the,coeffi c.t€ant o.f
variation of the intensities in that section is computed. These items
are printed out alony \ojith the master grid intensity matrix. A summary
of the averages and coefficients of variation for the last simulations
before the grid system was designed is presented in Table 1.
The criterion for acceptance of a distribution pattern had been set
at a coefficient of variation of 10% for the spatial uniformity. An
examination of the table of simulated patterns indicates that all of the
circular patterns could meet this criterion for all but the lowest inten-
sities. The performance of the nozzles is better at a pressure of about
23 psi than at lower pressures. The square-pattern nozzle, which must
operate at the lower pressure, was found to be unsatisfactory. The
nozzle that was selected for the prototype system is the #78. The
system Has installed on the upper conic se-ction of the facility during
the summer of 1969. The distribution that actually resulted oil the
facility is shown for one test in Figure 12. The location of the cans
used for the test are shown on the figure and can also be seen in
Figure 13, which shows the facility in operation. In addition to the
gri d of cans in the upper part of the faci 1ity, a number of cans \'Iere
located at rando~ positions elsewhere on the facility. The average
intensity and the coefficient of variation were computed for both sets
of cans. For the grid, the average was 2.76 in/hr and the coefficient
of variation \'/aS 0.049. For the randomly spaced cans, the values are
2.76 and 0.053, respectively. The averages and the coefficients of
variation of several tests are listed in Table 2. The results show the
same trends ~s the computer simulations, except for the run at 1.22
inches per hour, which has an anomalous coefficient of variation. This
run wi 11 have to be exami ned in f'10re deta 11, to determi ne ttJe cause of
Table 1 SUMMARY OF COMPUTER SIiVIU LATIONS
OF INTENSITY PATTE RNS
0- _____________
Pressuec Spacing No. sets P
Nozzle psi ft. operations in/ hr. C. V.
Square
Pattern 20 40 1 O. 390 O. 288
2 0.783 O. 185
3 1. 172 O. 175
4 1.560 O. 154
415C 20 48 1 O. 160 O. 311
2 O. 323 O. 195
3 0.484 O. 185
4 0.647 O. 165
415C 24 48 1 O. 138 0.260
2 0.276 O. 150
3 0.415 O. 130
4 0.553 O. 103
415C 28 48 1 O. 341 O. 111
2 0.672 0.0985
3 1. 013 0.0779
4 1. 343 0.0761
415C 28 40 1 0.473 O. 137
2 O. 952 0.0713
3 1. 433 O. 0662





415C 28 35 1 0.634 O. 104
2 1. 274 0.0504
3 1. 907 0.0439
4 2.546 0.0294
75 20 40 1 0.3fj8 0.210
2 0.738 O. 127
3 1. 106 O. 113
4 1. 476 0: 0838
75 24 40 1 0.426 O. 199 •
2 0.853 0.104
3 1. 279 O. 102
4 1. 706 0~0738
75 27 40 1 0.414 0.0909
2 0.827 0.0618
3 . 1. 238 0.0466
4 1. 652 0.0366
5 2.066 0.0365
0, 6 2.482 0.0333
7 2.895 0.0304
8 3. 311 O. 0276
Table 1 - Continued
Pressure Spacing Ho. sets P
Hozzle psi ft Operations i n/hr C.V.
75 27 35 1 0.547 O. 171
2 1. 102 O. 100
3 1. 649 0.0576
4 2. 203 0.0235
78 19-20 40 1 0.412 O. 224
2 0.824 O. 147
3 1. 235 O. 132
4 1. 648 O. 101
78 24 40 1 0~473 O. 186
2 0.944 O. 125
3 1.417 O. 112
4 1.888 0.0868
78 28 40 t 0.442 O. 146
2 0.890 0.0902
3 1. 337 O. 0838
4 1. 790 0.0685
5· 2. 234 0.0680
6 2.671 0.0630
7 3. 142 O. 0626
.8 3.565 0.0558
78 28 35 1 O. 707 O. 124
2 1. 419 O. 0824
3 2. 132 0.0546
4 2.852 0.0402
78 28 30 1 O. 933 O. 149
2 1. 870 o. 104
3 2.841 O. 0739
4 3.818 0.0558
I
Table 2 PARM~ETERS OF RAINFALL DISTRIBUTION









the high values. A large number of runs have been made, but the data
for the other tests have not yet been analysed completely.
Drop Size Study
The distribution of drop sizes provided by the artificial rainfall
system will be of significance in later studies of erosion processes.
Therefore, a study of the drop sizes at various distances from the nozzle
was made for the two nozzles that were considered best from the intensity
distribution study.
The article by J. Otis Laws and Donald A. Parsons (6) was used as
a guide in determining the drop-size distribution for the number 75C
and 78C nozzles. The procedure used was the flour technique v/hereby
drops of rain are allowed to impinge into sifted flour thus creating
pellets. Under the system developed by Laws and Parsons and followed in
the analysis under discussion, the flour pellets were left undisturbed for
24 hours before being placed in an oven for an hour for hardening and
further dehydration. The particles were then sieved~ using a stack of
standard U.S. sieves in the appropriate size range. Following sieving,
the pellets retained on each were counted and weighed on an analytical
balance to the nearest one ten-thousandth of a gram. Using this infor-
mation and a calibration curve (Figure 2 in Laws and Parsons), the diam-
eter of the drop retained on each of the sieves was obtained for each
sample location.
In selecting raindrop samples from the 75C and 78C nozzles, 9-inch
pie pans were used. A sample was taken along a radius in 2.5 foot incre-
ments starting at the noz~le. The pie panS were filled with sifted
flour, covered, hand carried, and placed on top of a gallon can about
6 inches above the ground to avoid splash from raindrops hitting the
ground. The covers were taken off for a period of 4 to 10 seconds to
allow th~ drops to impinge into the flour. As stated above, the pie pans
were stored for 24 hours before being placed in a drying oven for an
. hour at 250°F. They were then sieved. On the larger sieves all pellets
were counted but on the smaller sieves, where the number of drops vias
Illuch more numerous, only 50 pellets were counted and. weighed. However,
the total mass on each sieve was determined so that the percentage of
total rainfall fallirlg as a given drop s.ize cDuld b~, d2termi,nad.
Following the collection and weighing as described above~ the data
was initially processed in the manner outlined in Table 2 of Laws and
Parsons. The 9100 A.H.P. Computer was used in the data reduction. One
prcgram is used to determine mp = Mp/ n = mass of the average pellet.
Using this value a mass ratio "R" is determined from Figure 2 in La\'/s
and Parsons and this value is entered into the program so the mass of all
drops ~·1 = RM may be determined. This program also determines the
p ~-
diameter of the average drop using the formula d = V~/TI(m) A
second program was developed to find the percent of rain that fell as a
given drop size at each location.
At this point in the data reduction, the data was processed to get
,
it into a form that woul d be sui tab1e for input data into the CDC 6400
di gita1 computer programs developed previ ous ly for overl appi ng ra i nfa 11
intensities from a given nozzle pattern.
The data collected in the above analysis ·was summarized as shown
in Table 3.
After collecting the data in one table, the weighted mean-drop size
at each location was determined by multiplying the average drop diameter
by the corresponding percent which indicated the fraction of rain that
fell as the given drop size. Another program for the 9100 A.H.P. computer
was used for this determination.
The mean drop size at 2.5 foot intervals from the nozzle and the
intensity at the given points are shown in Table 4. This table indicates
the deficiency ·in the 75C and 7aC nozzles in providing a high percentage
of large drops. The drop size increases as the distance from the nozzle
increases but the intensity decreases with distance from the nozzle.
Hence, there is only a small percentage of the total rain' that falls as
large drops.
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Tilble 3 Nozzle 1175. Drop-size Analyeis. August 8, 1969 C. Brent Cluff
.in SIEVES
frem Drop Dr?p Drop Drop Drop Drop Drop Drop Drop
~~ le Size 5. 5 i?c 6 Size 7 Size 8 Size 1U Size 14 Size 20 Size 28 Size 35 Hean
:nT'1 ~ mm rt/... mm '0 . , mm % mm '0 mm % mm '0 mtn "IJ mm " Dimn.\
U 1.:37 .4 1.00 1-'<04 .80 jl~. 6 .58 60.6 .68
2.5 0 .97 9.0 .73 3t+./~ .52 56.6 .63
J.O 0 • 99 ll~. 9 .75' 58.6 .47 L6.5 • 71
"! • 5 .8/+ .1 1.00 8.0 .81 l~ 2.7 .56 /-48.5 .70
LO.O 1.37 5.3 1.07 43.9 .82 47.8 .60 2.9 .95
LL.5 1. It 1 19.7 1. O~ 7L~. 5 .86 5.1 .60 0.7 1.13
15.0. 2.24 4.2 1.6/. 80.6 1.21 9.9 .80 2.9 .60 2. L~ 1.57
L7.5 2.72 2.7 2.31. 29.5 2.00 63.3 1.16 1.5 .78 1.5 .50 1. It 2.07
20.0 2.37 35.5 2.00 55.1 1. 11. 2.1 .75 3.8' .57 3.5 2.02
22.5 2.87 19.5 2.43 55.3 1.98 18.2 1. 14 1.6 .75 3.6 .56 2.7 2.31
25.0 3.60 12.0 3.34 38.0 2.82 28.7 2.51 4.1 1. Lt 3 3.0 1.04 5.9 .82 4.1 .56 ' 4.2 2.77
27.5 0 3.94 1~3. 1 3.59 27.9 3.15 3.J. 0 0 1.53 10.a 1.05 3.6 .78 6.0 .60 5.3 3.07
30.0 0 f. o 14 59.1 3.41 20.0 . 2.91 9.f. 2.51 2.0 1.97 3.6 1.03 3. 1 .77 3.5 .53 L• • 1 3.37
WT ~::2androp)
~.OO 3 0 43 ~.a6 2.3a 1.79 1.10 .82 .55Size)
Table 4 f'IEAN DROP SIZE DISTRIBUTION
75C 78C
Dist. From Intensity Nean Drop Intensity NcclO Drop
Nozzle in/hr. size-rr:rn in/hr. Size-m:n
0 .325 .68 .497 .66
2.5 .325 .63 .497 .66
5.0 .353 .71 .43t~ .67
7.5 .373 .70 .455 .51
10.0 .378 .95 .468 .90
12.5 .373 1.13 .460 1.16
15.0 .330 1. 57 .403 1.09
17.5 .289 2.07 .358 1.45
20.0 .259 2.02 .285 1.62
22.5 .185 2.31 .209 1.83
25.0 .095 2.77 .152 2.18
27.5 .061 3.07 .093 2.42
30.0 .. 009 3.37 .097 2.78
32.5 .069 2.68
The 9100 A.H.P. Computer was used to determine the weighted drop
size retained on each sieve size. The percentage that fell at each
location was used a weighting factor to determine the mean drop size at
each sieve. The percent of rain that fell as a particular drop size at
each location was used to weight the respective diameters in the deter-
mination of a weighted mean for each sieve size because it was noted
the the accuracy of the diameter determination was a function of the
gi ven percent.
The next ~tep in the procedure was to determine the quantity of
rain in inches per hour that fell as a particular drop size at each loca-
tion. In order to do this the intensity at each location determined
from a previous test was tabulated in column 2 of Table 6. Thes~ inten-
sities were then proportioned into the different drop sizes using the
percentages determi ned i.n the d,rop <;i'te 2r:1i:1Jy.s.i s ..
2-30·
Table 6 ~ozzlc #75. Drop-size Analysis. August 8, 1969 c. Brent Cluff
Pos. in Inten- Drop Size (mm)
ft. from sity in 4.00 3.'~ j 2'.86 2.38 1.79 1.10 .8L c.-
nozzle in/hr. ,~ in/hr. ~'rn '0 in/hr. '0 in/hr. i.. in/hr. % in/hr. % in/hr. '0 in/hr % inl0 ~ 325~: .4' .001 4.4 .014 34.6 -:-112 60.6
l.5 .jLS 0 0 9.0 .Ol9 3!f. 4 . 118 56.6
5.0 w353 0 0 14.9 .05:3 58.6 .207 26.5
7.5 w373 . 1 0 8.0 .029 42.7.159 1~8. 5
10~0 .378 5.3 .020 43.9 .166 47.8 •.181 2.9
1l.5 .37 :3 19.7 .074 74.5 .278 5.1 .019 .7
15.0 .330 4.:l .014 80.6 .266 9.9 . 033 2.9 .010 2.1•
17.5 v289 2'. 7 .008 29.5 .085 , 63.3 .183 1.5 .004 1.5.00L• ~.4
20 00 0257 35.5 .091 55.1 .251 2.1 .005 3.8 .010 3.5
2205 .185. 19.5 .036 55.3 .1023 18.2 • 03'~ 1'.6 ' .003 2.6 .005 2.7
25.0 .095 12.0 .011 39.0 .036 ' 28.7 •027 4.1 .004 3.0 .003 5.9 .006 It • 1 .OOL• L• • 2
27.5 .061 43.1 .026 27.9 .017 3.1 .002 0 0 10.8 .007 3.6 .002 6.0 .004 5.3
30 00 .009 54.1 .005 20.0 .002 9. '+ .001 2.0 0 3.6 0 3.1 0 3.5 0 '+. 1
* RpCe in inches/hr. of rain falling in given drop size.
I
**#75 nozzle May 30 at 'l7 psi, aveiage using circular overlap program.
The intensities of a given drop size at every sample location were
used as input data to determine the effect of overlapping on droD-s;ze
distribution for the nozzle patterns found to be best for uniformi ty in
the rainfall intensity analysis. It is to be noted that the nozzle
patterns selected may not be the optima for drop-size distribution, but
are close to the optima for uniformity of rainfall intensity.
The overlap program printed out the amount of rain falling in "inches
per hour of each drop size at grid points within a sample area. By com-
bining the results of all drop size overlaps, the drop-size distribution
at any point within the sample grid can easily be determined.
As an example of how the overlap output can be used, the drop-size
distribution at two different locations was made. The drop-size distri-
butions of 78C nozzle at two arbitrarily selected locations, (13,11) and
(23,13), for the basic and maximum intensity nozzle patterns are given
in Table 5.
Table 5 EXArvlPLES OF POINT DISTRIBUTIONS
OF DROP SIZES
Location 13, 11 Location 23, 13
Drop Basic Naximum Basic Naximu.n----
Size Intf'nsity i" Intensity % Intensity % Intensity
~f
I>
(m:n) ..-.i.n/h~_ in/hr in/hr in/hr----- ------
.55 0.0l. 1.9 .31 7.0 .L1. 4"4 .50 10.9
.68 .04 7.7 .64 ll~. 5 .1.0 40 .56 1'1..2
1.04 .25 48 1030 29.5 .04 8 1.21 26.4
1.64 .13 25 1".27 28.8 0.0 0 1.54 33.6
2.36 0.0 0 .20 4.5 0.0 0 .17 3.7
2.77 .05 9.6 .39 8.8 0.01 4 .37 8. 1
3.29 .04 7.7 .26 5.9 0.02 4 .21 l~ .6
3.71 0·.0 0 .04 0.9' 0'. O' 0· .O'Z • !.---
100-:-0 4.4-1- 100.0-
----- --- ---- --'---
Totai 5·/ .su 4.58 100.0. -
2-.32
For the .basic pattern there is a considerable difference in the
drop-size distribution although the intensities are the same.
For the maximum i ntens; ty pa ttern both the in tens i ti es and drop-
size distributions are essentially the same even though the sample points
are 25 feet apart.' This indicates the value of the multi-nozzle approach
for increasing the uniformity of the distribution patterns.
The mean drop-size distributions over the sample area for both the
75C and 78C nozzles, with a comparison with natural rainfall, are given
in Table 7.
Table 7 COMPARISON ~~ITH NATURAL RAINFALL (Ref. 5)
Natural Rain 75C 78C
Drop Size Intensities Drop Size io Drop Size %
nun 0.5" 'hr 2. DO" /hr rom mrt1
-0.0-0.5 0.5 0.2 .47-.66 7.1 .47-.59 8.1
0.5-1.0 5.~ 2.3 .73-.83 14. z .65-.8L 15.6
1.0-1.5 14.1 6.4 .97-1.21 18.0 .93-1.17 22.7
1.5-2.0 18.7 10.4 1.37-1.98 35.5 1.3z-1.86 37.5
2.0-2.5 21.5 1309 2.24-l.51 14.6 2.16-2.59 4.6
2.5-3.0 16.3 15.3 2.72-:'L15 4 .l~ 2.t.9-2.87 7.1
3.0-3.5 1201 14 .{~ 3. 3l.- 3.59 3.3 3.17-3.34 3.9
3.5-4.0 7.0 12.4 3.60-4.14 2.9 3.71 .5






Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100
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Although the above chart is based on the basic pattern, additional
patterns will have essentially the same mean drop size over the sample
area because the basic pattern is superimposed. Thus, the mean drop-
size distribution over a given area will be essentially the same for all
intensities for the simulator. However, for natural storms the drop
size increases as the intensity increases. The two nozzles are seen to
have a higher percentage of drops smaller than 2 mm than natural rainfall.
If larger drops are required for later studies, it will be necessary to
seek nozzles with different characteristics or to modify some of the
existing nozzles in the higher intensity patterns.
DESCRIPTION OF THE CURRENT SYSTEM
The current rainfall input system is shown in operatio~ for the
upper conic section of the facility in Figure 13. It is based on nozzle
78, with each nozzle located on a riser above the aluminum supply main.
The riser section is about 10 feet high and is pictured in Figure 14. The
entire riser is shown in Figure l4a, where it can be seen that the 3/4-inch
riser is guyed to the adjacent risers by a wire. The wire is anchored at
the ends of the aluminum supply line. Figure l4b shows the detail at the
bottom of the riser. The elements that make up the riser are identified
in the schematic of Figure 15. The sprinkler head is mounted at the top
of the riser. A 7-foot section of 3/4-inch steel pipe joins the sprinkler
to the tire pressure tap. The pressure tap allows a rapid check of pressures
at a number of risers in a very short time, using a pressure gage that has
been equipped to fit the tire pressure tap. The pressure regulator main-
tains the pressure for the sprink'lel'"at a constam va:ll1~, so all sp:ri-n!d.ers->
wi1l have the same pressure. The pressure is currently setat 28 psi.
The hydraulic valve below the pressure regulator turns the sprinkler on
and off. Each nozzle is fitted with a control valve, and a series of valves
2-· 35
Figure 13. Operation of Grid System on Upper Conic Area
Figure 14(a). Typical Riser for Sprinkler
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Figure 15 Schematic of Sprinkler Riser idr G~id System
is connected to one pressure manifold to provide simultaneous operation
of a set of sprinklers.
The control system is illustrated in Figur~ 16, \'Jhere several risers
are shown on a 2-inch aluminum supply line. A small plastic pipe joins
a set of risers to the pressure manifold. In this figure only the first
and last risers are connected to the pressure manifold that is shown. The
other risers are connected to other manifolds. The supply to the pressure
manifolds is controlled by electric control valves that are connected to
a switching panel in the instrument trailer. There are four different
sets of sprinklers in the system at the present time. These are shown
in the overlay Figure 17. The colored overlays represent the pressure
manifolds for the hydraulic control valves. The arrangement can, of
course, be changed by changing the connections of the sprinkler risers
to the pressure manifolds, but the system shown in Figure 17 will be used
for the current studies. The· four intensities available are approximately
0.5 inch/hour (red), 0.5 inch/hour (yellow), 1 inch/hour (green) and 2
inch/hour (blue). By adding the sets as illustrated with the overlay, the
four intensities listed on the figure can be obtained. Starting with the
red set, there is an intensity of 0.54 inch/hour. By adding the yellow
set, itis increased to 1. 11 inch/hour, and with the green and blue sets
added in turn it becomes 2.31 and 4.24 inches per hour, respectively.
Uy changing the switching patterns it is also possible to obtain the
intensities of about 1.5, 2.5,3, and 3.5 inch/hour. The actual location
of the· ri sers on the pi pe sys tern is shown by black dots on the so1i d black
lines of the base figure. The black lines represent the 2-inch aluminum
supply ~ines. They are connected to the larger aluminum supply manifolds
along the east side of the facility. The slashed· lines on these aluminum
pipes indicate the locat.ionS>. of thr~.:quJck cOAJplin!j,... joir}ts,. Be£j;l.Js.eot.






































Figure 16 Schematic of Hydraulic Control System for Sprinklers
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SITE MAP - UPPER PORTION
CO"JTROL MANIFOLD
manifolds are connected to the lO-inch supply main the surrounds the
facility. Only part of the lO-inch line shows in the figure of the
upper section.
This rainfall system has bee~ operated during the fall of 1969.
I t can be prograrrvl1ed to generate pul ses of varyi n9 durati ons for any
of the intensities available. By increasing thempacity of the switching
circuit it is possible to create varying distributions in space as well.
This is, however, not planned at this time. A summary of the rl1ns that
have been made on the facility this fall will be given in Chapter 5.
Chapter 3. MEASUREI\JENT OF RAINFALL AND RUNOFF
!{ 1':QlJIHEM l'~NTS OF INSTRUMENTS
[n a system with complete control over the input in uoth time and
space variations, there is little need for the measurement of rainfall.
This is the condition for to-e laboratory models which have individual
droplet formation by small tubes or other similar systems. The e:-:peri-
mental facility, on the other hand, utilizes the measurement of rainfall
as the prime mealls of determining the input over the catchment. There
is a reasonable degree of uniformity and reproducibility provided by the
artificial rainfall system described in the previous chapter. but there
are also variations due to the natural atmospheric conditions that vary -
in a random fashion over the facility. The wind patterns over the outdoor
facility will cause small variations that need to be recorded. Therefore,
the selection of a measurement system for the rainfall was a veryimpor-
tant part of the design of the instrumentation for the facility. The runoff
rneasurement is the depenclt'l1[ v~~r-iable in nearly all hydrologic studies and
is important in all physical modeling systems, even those inside laboratori('~-;.
The objective in both rainfall and runoff measurement is a nearly
continuous record of the variation of the respective variable as a function of
Lirll<'. In addition, the rainfall must be determined at a number of locations
across the catchment. Because of the large quantity of data that is collected
in a rdatively short ti me on the facility, computer analysis is essential.
Therefore, automatic recording of the data in a form suitable for input to the
computer is also very important.
l>!U-:UMINAHY STUDIES
In the preliminary studit:-s of raingage systems, several types of
;:utom::ltic recording gages were considered. The need to record data
I'j'om a number of locations on the catchment using only one analog-to-
d ~gital converter placed an additional constraint on the system. It is
impossible to record the data from each location continuously. so it is
necessary to arrange for a recording from the various locations in
a sequential manner. This makes it more difficult to use gages that
record on an intensity basis. because eA1:remely high or low values
may occur at the measuring point during the short interval of time
data are being recorded. For gages of the volume type. that is. those
that measure the volume of precipitation that has accumulated to a given
1ime. there is an averaging of the extreme points. so the sequential
.:iarnpling procedure is not a serious problem if the period between
j"(~adings is small.
The most common recording raingages are the weighing type and
the tipping bucket type. The tipping bucket gage provides a signal that is
already in an electrical form when the bucket tips. However. this is an
intensity form of measurement. and it would be necessary to remain at a
given gage for a short time to record the number of times the bucket tips
during the known time interval. Tl1is increases greatly the time between
ilwasu f'(~ments at eacn gage. The ~yeighing type raingage can be modified
j () generate un electric<.tl signal by replacing the weighing mechanism with
a pressure transducer. But the weighing gage is not very sensitive at low
small volumes of input that may occur in tests of short duration at the lower
intensities. Alternq.tives were sought that would be more sensitive at low
volumes.
The Bell Telephone Laporatory (7) has a raingage that records the
I , .
intlmsity of rainfall by measuring the depth of water running down an
j!1c]incu plane between two plates. The two plates forn1 a capacitor~
and the ehanging depth of water changes the capacitance between the
plates. This suffers from the disadvantage of sampling point intensities
if it is used for the facility. However" the idea of using a capacitance
gage to rneasure rainfall led to the consideration of a gage that was
developed by Dr. Eric Plate for the measurement of waves in a flun1e.
Dr. Plate's gage was developed in the Fluid Mechanics Laboratory to
rlleasure the waves generated by wind in the water-and-wind tunnel.
CAPACITANCE RAINCAGE:
The capa'citance gage can be used to measure the depth of water
in the raingage. The greater sensitivity for lower volumes of rainfall
is obtained in the same manner as in the standard non-recording gage,
by using a smaller tube inside the large can. The depth in the smaller
tube is magnified by a factor of 10. The oreration of these instruments
is outlined as follows. Referring to Figure 19 a probe is installed vertically
in a: precipitation measuring can" such that the height of water directly
causes a change in the capacitance to ground. This probe is essentially an
insulated rod, with water as one capacitor "plate", ~nd the rod as the other.
Thi:-:; capacitor probe is connected by a shielded cable approximately 100 feet
long to a converter, which converts the capacitance to a voltage by means of an
electronic circuit and amplifier. There is one converter for each probe iri the
present system" although a switching device could reduce the number of
converters as desired. Voltage from the converters is recorded either on
Ina gnetic tape or purie'h{:~d cT~rds as sho,wn inl'; Figure:. toR. T:he.: deta11s CDr.
l.he recording system have been presented in the previous report on the
rae i lity (4).
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As shown in Figure 19, the measuring unit consists of an outer
~dllJnitlum measurinrr can 7. 6 inches inner diameter and 6.5 inches hiah
\.~ ~ ,
and a slllaller concentrie plastic cylinder 2. 5 inches inside diam ete r.
The inner ean overflows when full into the outer can. Rain enters the
. slnaller inner can through a funnel-shaped cover. Probes measure water
rise in both inner and outer cans. The capacitance probes in the cans
' ....
originally consisted ofa lacquer-coated copper wire running the depth
of the can, plus a bare wire to make contact with .the water. These
probes were copied from the system developed by Dr. Plate.
The raingages were tested in the electronics laboratory and found
to work very well. They produced consistent records of high sensUivity
and precision. However, when they were installed in 'the field, the results
were not satisfactory. After a series of tests, the electronics laboratory
C'oncblrted that the cause of the problem must be a temperature sensiti vity.
The testi~g program was turned over to a graduate research assistant













Figure 19 Section Through Electronic Raingage
Further measuretnent of the nature of this dl'ift indic:J.ted it was
111 some way connected with the initial dryness of the can, and that
il continued even when water was temporarily removed from the can.
FigurE' 21 shows the results of one such test.
The conclusion drawn was that the wire coating was affected enough
by contact with water to alter its dielectric strength some 20 percent.
[iVTPROVEMENTS MAJ)E
It was decided that a probe with capacitance comparable to the
old probes was required" since the electronics were designed for a
certain capacitance range" but that a uniform coating inert to water should
he found. Since capacitance is proportional to plate area and inversely
proportional to "plate" separation" a larger diameter probe could be used
wjth a somewhat thicker insulation. From suggestions of Dr. Plate, it
was decided to try a larger rod or tube. After a trial with thicker nlaterials,
a high tolerance O. 009 inch thick KYNAR heat shrink tubing was chosen as
quite suitable as a watertight dielectric coating. Brass tubing was used as the
rrobe" the botto'm was sealed with epoxy after the shrink-fit tubing was shrunk
on, and a lead soldered to the top end. Different sizes of "Cubing were tried,
;\ nd each had different sensitivity to \vater height. A 1/8" O. D. tube was
('l1o::H~n as being roost suitable for the inner can, and a 5/32"11 probe used in
tile outer can. Allowable sensitivity is limited ip this case by the converter,
since too high capacitance will "saturate" the amplifier, and dV/dc will
approach. Zf:·ro.
Each can and new probe was calibrated by careful titration" and the
"(~sul1:-) analyzed by least squares regression. All gages were slightly






Figure 20 Sensitivity to Water Temperature
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Figure 21 Typical Drif t of Enc;.iineled \.Jire·· P.'~·()bes:··
rnultipJe correlation coefficient
l
and a standard error of estimate of O. 0020
inches of precipitation. No drift on wetting was noted.
Six of the nl0dified raingages were operated du ('j ng the fall series of
tt·::-;t~ un tht: facility. The con1plete data have not been analyzed, but the
daLl coJlection systen1 appears to be functioning satisfactorily. The rc' is
one pr'oblern that has occurred in the field tests with the rnodified gag'C's.
The capacitan~e gage does not ahvays give a reproducible zero. The gages
Inust be warlned up for several hours before a series of tests is run. \Yhpn
the zet~O depth reading has shifted from that used in a previous set of tC':-5ts,
it is necessary to provide a new calibration. This is not a major problern
h(~cuuse the calibration curves all fit the same type curve when they are
norrnalized. This is an inconvenience, but not a InajaI' fault. The \V3.rr.n -up
IH'ublern is also a minor one because the systenl can be left on for sL'veral
days al a time without dalnaging the components.
The raingages sense the depth of water accumulated as a capacitance
llH:~asurt::ment. The m(:-''-lSUrenlent of the capacitance is not made at the gage
but is rnadeat one of the bu nke 1'3 located at the edge of the facility as shown
in Figure 22. The length of lead wire from the gage to the bUnkCl' is the
~anH-~ for all gages. Since only the upper conic section of the facilit.y is in
opcr'ation, only bunker A, ,at the top of the area is being used at this tin1e.
The power suppl,Y to tilt' bunkers and the readout lines hav(~ been installed
LII a Jl ()r tit l' b u nl, (' t'S .
.. \ I)UITIONAJ., RAINGAGES
[n addition to the capacitance raingages, which transmit readings
10 !.lit' A-I) conver'ter for punched car'd format, there js one weighing
Illll'kl'l t'ai.n~~~lgc on Ul(~ facility that produces a' chari record. This rain-
gap.c· ..vas provided by the Agdcultural Research Service and has been
tllndifi.<:d to usc a ;jynchrOnOll::i mutor drive that provides a chart rotation
B
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Figure 22 Schematic of Automatic Data Recording System for the Experimental Fa~ilit)o
• I
ill 1!) rninLltt·s~ instead of the nornlal 6 hours. This gage .has t\VO uses.
I·'irst, it serves as a. check on the operation of the capacitance gages.
Ii. ean he rnoved to locations near the capacitance gage~ to provide
additional calibration data. Second, the chart gives a visual trace of
the rainfall pattern that can be checked to see that the perfornlance of
the input system was along the lines that were intended.
1\ large number of cans will also be used in the early tests on
tile facility to detern.1ine in 1110re detail the actual distribution of rainfall
in space that is provided hy this system. The results of the early tests
have already been n1entioned in Chapter 2~ After the characteristics of the
input distribution have heen defined, less use will be made of the non-recording
cans .
The data for the weighing bucket raingage and for the non-re~ording
cans 111ust be converted to the form used for computer input. The data for
lhe cans must be punched by hand. The chart record from the weighing
bucket gage is digitized by using an AutoTrol digitizer. This converts the
record to a series of x and y coordinates as a tracer is moved along the
pen trace. The data must be adjusted for the curvature of the chart grid
Lines, but this is a silnple matter on the computer.
IUJNC)FF MEASUREMENTS
The measurement of runoff from the experimental facility uses the
H -flume developed by the Agricultural Research Service. The design and
construction of· the flumes for the facility has been adequately described
in the previous report (4). The measurement of stage is now, being done
b.y t \Va rnethods - - a chart recording float gage and a capacitance gage.
Figure 23(a}. Chart Recorder at H-Flume
F'jgur'e 23(b}. Capacitance Gage at H-Flume
When the difficulty with the raingage capacitance probes developed, the
use of the ca.pacitance probe in the flume was shelved hecause the conditions
in the flume would be even more variable than in the raingages. The runoff
. in the flumes will contain a more variable quantity of dissolved and suspended
material, especially in later stages of use of the facility. Therefore, the
Uoat gage was made the prime recording system. There are only two
fJumes for the facility, so the conversion of the data to digital format by
Ute /\utoTrol is not too difficult. At the present time, of course, only the
upper flume is in operation.
The chart recorder at the flume was also supplied by the ARS and
was modified to use the synchronous motor drive for a faster revolution.
The successful modification of the capacitance probe for the raingages
It·d to the installation of a longer capacitance probe at the flume. The two
system.s are pictured in Figure 23. The chart recorder in Figure 23a shows
a recession occurring. The capacitance probe in Figure 23b requires a smaller
stilling well and has a faster response than the chart gage. The two systems
will both be operated for some time before a decision is made about which will
ultimately be the preferred system. The direct recording of the capacitance
gages is an 3,dvantage that is offset by the value of the visual record immediately. "
a vailable from the chart.
/\NALYSIS OF DATA
The rainfall and runoff data will be analyzed jointly to determine the
i.nput to the facility. The recording and non-recording raingages will be used
to dete rmine the volume of input. The volume of runoff will also we used as a
:'derence for the total quantity of input to the catchment. The time distribu-
lion of r'ainfall will be well df'seribed by the recording raingages. Therre are
:-:ix capacitance raingages and one weighing gage for a total of seven
ohservations over an area of 1/3 acre. Additional data for each run
can be added when the data from the non-recording cans is added to
the cornputer input.
Chapter 4. GEOIVIETRY AND SURFACE THEATl\lENT
The selection of the geometry for the experimental facility was
lic'scribed in the earlier report (4). It was based on a study of sixty-one
srnalJ. watersheds drawn from the Research Data Assembly Program for
Small Watershed Floods (8). The general shape of the facility was decided
~L;-; ~I compromise between the best-fit shape for the natural watersheds in
til(' study and the existing configuration of the area in \Nhich the facility was
tn be located. In addition, it was decided to use simple geometric shapes
to make up the facility, so description of the areas would be readily provided
to the computer. The result is the shape made up of three segments, each
1//3-acre in size. The two lower segments are planes that intersect to form
~ln arrowhead shape, and the upper area is a sector of a cone. This shape
giVl"S the general characteristics of natural watersheds in idealized form.
A decision was made early in the project design to use an impervious
"surface in the initial operation of the facility. This provides a significant
simplification of the watershed processes, and will be more suitable for the
fir-st studies. After the system has been in operation for a period of time, the
infilll'ation process will b'c included. A variety of methods were considered
fo!' making the surface impermeable, including treatment of the soil with soil
cement, the use of plastic or rubberized sheeting to cover the ground and the
pJacl'mcHt of asphalt or concrete surfaces.
SOIL CEMENT STUDIES
t\ series of tests were run to determine the characteristics of the soi\1
cc'ment tL'catment. It was founel that the soils existing at the facility site were
not suited to soil cement treatment. An example of this is shown in
Figure 24. In the upp<:'r part of the figure the natural soil is shown
before and after water has been run across it. This series of tests
was run in a flume in the ERe laboratories. The natural soil shows
the effects of erosion~ which was being tested at the time. but the soil
remains in a continuous mass. At the bottom of the figure the soil has
been treated with soil cenlcnt. It is clear that the cracking which takes
place when the soil is dried causes a permeability that will vary with .
time when water is added to the system. This is of course complete ly
unsatisfactory.
Both soil cement and lime were tested for use on the facility. The
reduction in perlneability for these is indicated in Figure 25. ThE:' only
region in which the soil cement had a signif icant effect of lessening the
saturated permeability of the soil is in the range where cracking is the
Iuost serious. The lime treatment also requires a fairly high dosage to
provide any reduction in perlneability. There is also a marked variation
in the soil characteristics at certain points on the facility because of
an outcrop of shale. The shale is a problem to work with in all conditions#
wet or dry.
The use of soil cement treatments were rejected as an alternati ve Ior
the development of the' impermeable surface on the facility ..
OTHER METHODS CONSIDERED
The second method cOIlsiderea for the treatment of the soil was the
use of liquids# such as paraffin-basE: materials. Sonle samples of the
rnatcrials were obtained and a few tests were made on small area within
th<.' facility. However, these liquids were very expensivc# and before the
tests wcrecompleted# the availability of less expensive alternatives led
o. ~ ~ 0
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Figure 25 Effect of Lime and Soil Cement on Infiltration Capacity
The use of asphalt or concrete surfaces was considered as a possibl~
last- resort solutiono The cost of these approaches would be high and the
surfaces are rigid. One of the objectives in the use of the facility is to
test the response of the system under a variety of conditions of slope,
drainage network~ etcM' and the use of the rigid surface would preclude
this to a great extent. Therefore, these methods were never given de-
tailed study.
Plastic sheeting has been used as a covering material in a variety
of ways in outdoor applications. The lining of canals and reservoirs
are examples of uses that are somewhat similar to the use on the facility.
However.. in the previous uses of plastic, the material was covered by
a layer of soil or othe r material to weight is down or the use was such
that the effect of winci lifting the plastic would be unimportant. For the
experimental facility application: there will be times when it is desired
to use the facility with no soil cover of any type. The shifting of the
.surface as wind causes waves on the plastic is also unac~eptable. Therefore,
plastic sheeting, although a potential material when covered by a thin layer
of soil, was rejected for the present.
RUBBERIZED CLOTH SHEETING
Butyl sheet with cloth reinforcing was 'considered as an alternative
for the facility at a early date. The material is ve~y expensive, and
was therefore rejected. However, when some of third material was found
to be available in gouernment surplus .. it became a feasible method. The
butyl Inaterial is better than the plastic mater:al because it is stronger ':
. .
and wears longer, and also because it is heavier. The material is affected
by the wind when it is first installed, but is quickly stabilized by the action
of the soil moisture adhering to the underside enough to keep it down. The
weight of the material is sufficient, together with the moisture effect, to
provide stability.
. The material available in surplus was not sufficient to cover the
facility, so more was );2urchased. However, the upper conic section
and most of the lower area could be covered at a reasonable cost. A
survey of government surplus material is continually made in case
additional material becomes available.
The butyl material is placed in strips extending completely across
the catchment, and the ends are buried in a small trench to prevent
the wind from getting under the material to lift it from contact with the
ground. The material has been in place for over a year and shows some
weal' in a few locations. When water seeps through the material, it may
collect at a joint and form a small ridge that affects the flow on the surface.
Tilet'dore, the worn areas are patched by painting with a rubber-based
liquid or, if the area is more extensive or more seriously worn, by
cutting out the worn area and replacing it. Patches can be made fairly
easily, and joints can be covered with a light plastic sheet glued to the
.
rubber to make a watertight joint without overlapping the thicker rubber
material.
DEFINITION OF BOUNDA HIES
The boundary of the facility is sharply defined by using a wood section
covered with a sheet of plastic. The plastic is bonded to the rubber,
covt'ring the area, and the wood prevents water from overtopping the
boundary, This method ha::; a.lso been used to fr ....mtemporary boundaries
for changingthf' area contri.buting runoff to the flume. Ponding on the
eoniributing arell can also Ill' created in this way.
Chapter 5. USES OF THE FACILITY
INITIL\ L RUNS
The initial series of tests run on the experimental facility are cu rrently
being analyzed. A set of 68 runs were made in the fall to test the facility
and to provide data for testing a kinematic model of overland flow on a
eonv('rging section. This model was developed under the direction of Dr.
Woolhiser of the Agricultural Research Service and will be presented
by him ('lsewhere.
The variations that were made in this series of tests illustrates some
of the potential of the facility. The first tests were on the bare facility,
with the intensity of rainfall as the variable. The intensity was maintained
conHtant untU an equilibrium flow was achieved in some cases. In other
runs, thp duration was less than: the time to equilibrium and in some runs
the intensity was changed during the course of the run. In later tests
the. area contributing runoff to the flume was changed by erecting temporary
boundaries to separate a 300 sector from the remaining 90° sector and to
create shorter radii of 72 feet and 36 feet. The results of these experimental
tcstsare being compared with the computer model output to deterlnine the
abilit.y of the Inodel to reproduce the variations that are caused by the res-
pectivc parUlneters.
In the final series of tests, a very coarse gravel was used to provide
10 ughness and detention effects on the facility. This is illustrated in
Figure 26, where a uniforln spread is shown in part (a) and a section without
gravel spread were used on the facility at different times. Only the 300
·sector was used for this series of tests because the. spreading was done
entirely by hand and a number of test runs were desired before the cold
weather set in. A nUlnber of different patterns were used in the placcn1ent
of g)'ave] for' tlH~ runs. The uniform spread and the lower bare section
,Figure 26(a). Gravel Spread for Uniformly Distributed Roughness
Figure 26(b). Roughness on Upper Section with Bare Section Belo\'{
have been shown. In addition; alternating strips of gravel and bare surface
each 10 feet wide were used, a checkerboard pattern of sections with
gravel cover was tested 'and finally a uniform gravel was laid out with a
tree arrangement cleared to represent a stream network. The initial
results indicate that the total quantity of gravel on the system is the most
inlportant pararrieter and the pattern makes little difference except v.'hen
the flow can define a route to the flume by-passing the gravel conlpletely.
A Inore detailed analysis will yield more definite conclusion on the effect
of the gravel in specific patterns.
FUTURE STUDIES USING THE FACILITY
The experimental facility will be useful in a number of different
sltldil's of hydrologic and related phenomena. Two projects have already
been funded th.at will utilize the facility.
The first p'oject is a study of the pollution characteristics of waste
piles from <?il shale d(~vf'lopment. As a part of this study, several piles
of oil, shale wastes will be arranged in the form of lysimeters on the
facility. The artificial rainfall will be provided and the runoff, both surface
and subsurface, will be collected and chemically analyzed. The effects of
var'Y lng periods without rain can be determined with the facility. It is not
currently known whether drying and wcatheril1g effects will increase the
pollutant outflow froln the system. This r~oject is being conducted hy the
Sanitary Engineering group of the Civil Engineering Department.
The second project was funded to the Geology Departrnent in cooperation
with per.sonnel fr01TI the experimental facility project. It is a study of the
geolnorphic dcvplopment of stream networks. Under this project several
containers about 10 feet by 40 feet in size will be filled \Vltlt Inaterial that
c an be easily eroded. The development of the stream net works will be
observed and recorded photographically. The process that requires many
d(~cades and centuries in nature will be studied in a few weeks.
Both of these projects will be utiliZing the experimental facility
in the coming spring and summer.. The possibility of conflicting needs
.
for the projects using the facility have already become clear. The operation
of the facility will have to be carefully managed to allow effective use for
a diverse set of projects. This will be even more important as additional
projects in the areas of water quality and geomorphology, for example.
are funded to use the facility.
Each project that uses the facility is expected to provide some perman-
ent contribution to the development of the facility. Thus, no single project
oe agency will have to provide the entire funds for developing the facility
while little is gained in terms of research results. .Now that the value
of the facility is being shown. a n}lmber of proposals are being made to
use it. Each of the projects using the facility and benefiting from the
investment that has already been made will be investing in the further
development of the area and versatility of the experimental facility.
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A kinematic cascade is defined as a sequence of n discrete overland flow
lk ,width, wk' and a roughness-slope factor.
plane, along with the parameters for planes k
Each plane or channel is characterized by a length,
Outflow from the k tha k •
and k + I , establishes the
planes or channel segments in which the kinematic wave equations are used to
describe the unsteady flow.
upstream boundary condition for plane k + I. Nondimensional equations are
presented for the kth element in a kinematic cascade. Properties of the
solutions for a kinematic cascade with pulsed lateral inputs are examined.
Cascade solutions are compared with characteristic-analytic solutions and with
experimental data for flow over a linearly converging section.
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THE KINEMATIC CASCADE AS A HYDROLOGIC MODEL*
by
D~v1d F. Kibler** and David A. Woolhiser***
Chapter I
INTRODUCTION
·Scope and Ob 'ectivesof the Study
The basic premise underlying the "reductionist"
approach to hydrologic modeling is that the complex
geometry and topography. of natural catchments can be
replaced by large numbers of simple elements such as
overland (low planes and channels. In its most
elementary form, the surface runoff process is thus
reduced to the hydraulic problem of unsteady,
spatially-varied flow over a uniform plane or channel.
The simple plane or channel thus represents a single
element in a distributed hydrologic model of the
catchment.
In general, a distributed watershed model should
possess the following characteristics:
1. The model should be based on sound physical
reasoning.
2. The parameters should have direct physical
significance.
3. The model should be numerically accurate;
i.e., the approximation introduced by finite differ-
ence schemes should not influence parameter estima tion
in .any significant way.
4. The model should be subject to experimental
verification.
5. The structure of the model should not be so
complicated as to require extremely difficult program-
ming logic.
The kinematic cascade is a distributed hydrologic model
that exhibits many of these desirable properties and
has, therefore, been selected for further analysis in
this investigation. The brood objective of this study
is to examine certain mathematical properties of the
selected model and to describe its application to the
problem of watershed transformation and simulation.
The kinematic cascade is defined in this study
as a sequence of n discrete overland flow planes
or channel segments in which the kinematic wave equa-
tions are used to describe the unsteady flow. An
n-plane cascade receiving lateral inflow and discharge-
ing into a channel segment is shown in Figure 1.
Discharge leaving the downstream boundary enters at
the upstream boundary of the next plane and establishes
the upstream boundary condition for flow on that plane.
Discharge leaving the downstream boundary of the last
plane is then fed laterally into a channel of known
dimensions where it is conveyed via a cascade of
channels to some downstream gauging point.
Previous investigators using the kinematic wave
technique for simulating watershed response either
have relied on severe geometrical simplification or
have not examined the ~pproximation errors of their
finite difference schemes. Errors caused either by
geometric oversimplification or by the finite-
difference scheme can affect· optimized model para-
meters in a manner which casts doubt on their physical
significance.
Thus, the specific purpose of this study is to
evaluate errors introduced by various computational
algorithms and by transformation of watershed slope.
The dimensionless equations describing kinematic flow
over a cascade of planes will first be developed.
Solutions to these ~quations, obtained by the method
of characteristics, will then serve as standards in
subsequent comparisons with solutions obtained by
three rectangular grid methods. The effects of
kinematic shock waves, which are produced by exact
integration of the characteristic equations for
certain cascade configurations, will then be analyzed.
A method for tracing the propagation path and a
discussion of hydrograph distortions caused by shock
propagation are presented. Finally, the effects of
transforming the slope of an overland flow surface
will be examined by means of outflow hydrograph com-
parisons. This discussion is prefaced by a brief
* Contribution from the Colorado Agricultural Experiment Station and the Northern plains Branch, Soil and
Water Conservation Research Division, Agricultural Research Service, USDA, Fort Collins, Colorado.
** Associate Engineer, Water Resources Engineers, Incorporated, Walnut Cre._·,~, California. Formerly Graduate
Student, Colorado State University, Fort Collins.
***Research Hydraulic Engineer, USDA, Fort Collins, Colorado.
Figure 1. Cascade of n planes discharging into the jth channel section.
review of work. leading to the formulation of the
kinematic cascade as a hydrologic model.
Background of the Kinematic Cascade
The concept of the kinematic cascade was first
introduced b~ Brakensiek (1967a) who transformed an
upland watershed into a cascade of planes discharging
into a single channel. His transformation technique
~as based on preservation of the hypsometric curve
and the contour length-elevation curve for the water-
shed. Brakensiek has also written on basic applica-
tion of the kinematic flood-routing method and has
described the properties of the kinematic technique
within the context of hydraulic and hydrologic flood-
routing procedures (1966, 1967b).
The theory of kinematic flow, which forms the
mathematical basis for this hydrologic model, was
first set forth by Lighthill and Whitham (1955) in a
paper dealing with flood movement in rivers. The
authors used the term "kinematic" to describe those
waves whose properties are given by the equation of
continuity and a stage-di~charge relation, such as
the"Ch:zy Or Manning friction formula. This is in
contrast to dynamic or long gravity waves whose
motion is gGverned by both the continuity and momentum
or shallow-water ~quations. Accordingly, kinematic
waves possess only one velocity and one system of
characteristics along which flow is to be computed.
The resulting first-order differential equations for
the kinematic wave are in marked contrast to the
hyperbolic system associated with the shallow-water
2
equations. The latter possess two families of charac-
teristics and can be solved only by resort to finite-
difference methods.
In a paper on the celerity of subsiding flood
waves, Henderson (1963) described the conditions under
which flow in a prismatic channel (without lateral
inflow) could be classified as kinematic. The criter-
ion developed for kinematic flow was that the partial
derivative terms ~ppearing in the equation of motion.
must be negligible in comparison with the bed slope;
1.e., the flow must be essentially uniform. It was
thus concluded that flood waves will be kinematic in
rivers with slopes that are steep, but flatter than
those found in torrential mountain streams. Woolhiser
and Liggett (1967) also examined the hydraulic
conditions required by the kinematic flow assumption
and concluded that much of the experimental work
on overland flow has been carried out under essentially
kinematic conditions.
Iwagaki (1955) used the kinematic assumption
implicitly in his analysis of unsteady flow in steep
channels. However, the kinematic wave technique was
first applied to flow over a sloping plane by Hender-
son and Wooding (1964). In a series of three papers,
Wooding (1965a, 1965b, 1965c) discussed the applica-
tion of kinematic wave theory to the overland and
channel components of runoff from a hypothetical V-
shaped watershed consisting of two rectangular planes
and a straight channel. Investigation of the response
of this elementary watershed system represents one of
the first attempts to simulate catchment behavior
using the kinematic wave technique.
The rising hydrograph of overland flow on a
single plane has been analyzed by Woolhiser and Liggett
(1967, op.cit.) using both the sha How-water equations
and their kinematic approximation written in dimension-
less form. Comparison of results obtained from the
complete equations and from the kinematic wave solu-
tion disclosed that the degree of departure was
related to the di~ensionless parameter, k. This
parameter is an index representing the magnitude of
slope and friction effects--i.e., high values of k
indicate that slope and friction dominate the flow and
consequently that the kinematic hydrograph is a good
approximation to that derived from the complete shal-
low-water equations. Because of the finding that the
shape of the dimensionless hydrograph can be dependent
on both k and the Froude number, it was concluded
that there can be no unique dimensionless rising
hydrograph of overland f10w--in contrast to the con-
tention of Izzard (1946). Morgali's (1968) analysis
.0£ experimental overland flow hydrographs by means of
the kinematic equations is noted in this regard.
Woolhiser (1969) has further discussed kinematic flow
on an inverted cone-shaped surface having a specified
degree of convergence at the apex. This basic water-
shed element is investigated later in the current
study.
3
The reductionist approach to watershed simulation
alluded to earlier in this paper was used by Huggins
and Monke (1966) in developing a distributed watershed
model. They employed a finite element or square grid
technique for decomposing a complex watershed into
elemental surface units. The kinematic wave technique
was then applied sequentially in the downstream direc-
tion to route overland flow generated by each subarea
and thereby obtain a complete hydrograph of watershed
runoff. As in the kinematic cascade used by Braken-
siek, the value of Mannings roughness was adjusted
to minimize the discrepancy between observed and com-
puted hydrographs. .
Other work on which the present study is based is
identified at appropriate points in the text. However,
the literature on overland flow is replete with inten-
sive analytical and e~perimental investigations and
clearly, an exhaustive review is outside the scope of
the present effort. For a summary of related work in
the areas of numerical flood-routing methods, experi-
mental overland flow, mathematical watershed models,
and finite-difference solutions to the shallow-water
equations reference is made to a publication by
Kibler (1968).
Chapter 11
. KINLrtATIC EQUATIONS FOR A CASCADE OF PLANES
where lk and wk
respectively, of the
The kinematic flow relations are based on the
continuity and momentum equations, commonly referred
to as the De Saint-Venant or shallow-water equations.
These basic equations are derived in Appendix A. In
the kinematic wave derivations which follow, the depen-
dent quantities are the local velocity, u, in fps and
the depth, h, in feet. The independent variables
are the space-time.coordinates, x in feet, and t
in seconds, respectively.
are the length and width,
thk- plane.
In general Qk is given by the summation
(5)
Kinematic flow on planes and in channels arises
whenever a balance between gravitational and frictional
forces is achieved. The existence of such a balance
implies that the derivatives of the energy and velocity
terms in the momentum equation are negligible in com-
parison with gravity and friction effec.ts. The momen-
tum equation is thus reduced to the form:
(1)
thnormalizing length for the k-- plane
k
Lk =- r Iiia1
(6)
(7)
where Ii is the length in feet of plane i.
Let Hk a normal depth in feet corresponding to
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The continuity equation appears in the usual form
for planes or wide rectangular channels
where q is the lateral inflow (precipitation less
infiltration) in cfs/ft2•
where S and Sf are the bed slope and friction
slope, respectively. The hydraulic conditions required
by this assumption have been examined by Lighthill and
Whitham (op.cit.) t Henderson (op.cit.) and by Wool-
hiser and Liggett (op.cit.).
In this study a parametric form of the Chezy
friction relation is used to represent equation (1)
as follows:
Let Vk a normal velocity in fps corresponding to
Qk at the downstream boundary of the k
th plane.
where a and N are parameters related to channel
(or plane) roughness and geometry. For a wide channel
or plane, a and N have values
N-l
u IS ah (3)
(9)
The characteristic equations can be expressed in
dimensionless form by defining normalizing quantities
thfor the k-- overland flow plane.
Let Qk • maximum or steady-state discharge per
foot of width from the downstream boundary of the
th
~ plane resulting from qk ,where qk is the
maximum rate of rainfall excess In cfs/sq.ft.
thunits for the first through the k-- plane.
a • c;s- ; N - 3/2
where C is the Ch:zy roughness coefficIent.
DImensionless EqUations for kEn Plane





The normalizing quantities have been obtained
with the assumption that the planes have equal lengths:
11 a 12 - ••• • In.
Substituting the parametric friction relation in
the continuity equation and using the normalizing
quantities of equations (5) through (10), the dimen-
sionless kinematic flow equation for the ~ plane
is given by
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where Xo to' and ho are the values of x. t ,
and h at which the lateral inflow ceases.
The dimensionless velocity of flow on the k!h
plane, as given by the Chezy formula, in terms of the
dimensionless depth is:
C\h* + ~hN-l C\h*
ot* * (lX* a q* (11)
where the asterisk indicates the terms are dimension-
less. The only terms in equation (11) previously un-
defined are q* and ~. The dimensionless lateral
inflow is: u· (22)
(12) From equation (22) the dimensicnless discharge per
th
foot of width leaving the k-- plane is obtained as
where I
k
is the normalizing lateral inflow given by (23)
a~d the parameter ~ is defined as
(13)
(14)
Equations (17) through (23) can now be used to
compute the entire outflow hydrograph arising from
known rates of rainfa 11 excess, q, on the ~
plane.
The problem of hydrograph computation for the ~
plane is thus completely specified once the initial
depths along plane k at time zero and the inflow
hydrograph coming from plane k-l are known. The
initial and boundary conditions for the cascade are as
fo11ows:
plane 1: hI (xl' 0) c 0
The dimensionless characteristic equations developed
from equation (11) for the kth plane in a cascade
'of n planes are:
o
The asterisk has been dropped from the dimensionless
equations for the remainder of this paper except where
noted. Integration of equation (16) leads to
are initial values of depth and
The equation of the characteris-



















plane k: hk (xk ' 0) c 0
That is, all planes in the cascade are considered dry
at time teO; the inflow hydrograph corning
from the previous plane in the cascade establishes the
flow at the upstream boundary for t > O. No flow
enters at the upstream boundary of plane 1. Because
of the difference in normalizing quantIties used in
defining the dimensionless flow variables for each
plane, it is necessary to convert the depths and times
associated with the inflow hydrograph at the upstream
boundary to those of the current plane. The following
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When the lateral inflow rate, q, become£< zero, the
hydrograph recession is described, by the equations:
h a h (19) k-l i/N0
~h N-\t - to) (20) ~
2 Wixa X + i=l (26)0 0
hk-;l k
X - X l-N 6: wit = t + o h (21)
0 ---- 0 iap
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are time and depth at the down-where t and ~k-l -K-l
stream boundary of plane k-l, and t k and hk are
the corresponding time and depth at the upstream
boundary of plane k. The use of these relationships
6
allows all computations to be done in dimensionless
quantities with a general program for plane k.
The dimensionless equations for a cascade of wide
rectangular channels are analogous to those for
planes and so will not be reproduced here.
Chapter III
KINEMATIC SHOCK-WAVE FORMATION
Since dx = ~hN-l and h = qktk in domain A fbr
dt dt .
plane k ,the slope dx ~s constant at any gi,ven
time t and hence the inequality in equation (27)
can never be satisfied in this zone. It follows that
a shock can never originate in domain A • although
characteristics originating along the upstream
boundary may intersect those in domain A. This
argument holds for the case of changing qk • the
lateral inflow rate for plane k, since at a given
time coordinate qk will be a known constant and •
The solution domains are shown for planes k
and k-l in Figure 2. The domain enclosed by the
line t. 0 , the downstream boundary and the charac-
teristic originating at t. 0 at the upper boundary
of the plane is indicated by the letter A. Within
this zone the solution depends only on the initial
conditions at t = 0 for that plane. If the initial
conditions are uniform and the overland slope para-
meters are constant for each plane, characteristics
originating along the x-axis at t k • 0 cannot
intersect. This is seen from the fact that in order
for an intersection to occur, the slopes of the
characteristics must bear the follo~ing relation at
the point of intersection:
Several dimensionless rising hydrographs were
computed for various two-plane cascades to obtain
estimates of the influence of the parameters a
(Chezy slope-roughness coefficient) and w (width of
plane) on the outflow hydrograph. However. it soon
became clear from the hydrograph computations that
shock-wave formation occurred for certain a and w
combinations and that these shock waves had a profound
influence on the properties of the hydrograph. The
discussion of this chapter is thus directed at the
properties of shock waves in kinematic flow.
A shock wave is represented by the intersections
of characteristics in the x - t plane and produces
an abrupt increase in flow depth. The surge causes
successive wavelets to travel with greater celerity
so that earlier wavelets are eventually overtaken and
a shock wave. representing the coalescence of wavelets,
is formed. Since the discharge-depth relation at the
point of intersection of two characteristics is no
longer valid, it is necessary to terminate the charac-
teristics at the intersection and fit in the path of
the shock. The path of the shock wave in the x - t
plane will be given by the locus of the intersectio~
of pairs of characteristics. There are two main
objectives in this section: (1) to establish when
shock waves will form in terms of the a and w
ratios between two successive planes in the cascade;
and (2) to devise a technique for tracing the path
of a shock wave in the x - t plane and determining
the time at which it intersects the downstream
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Figure 2. Solution domain for planes k and k-l.
where the derivatives are the inverse slopes of the
characteristics originating at t 2 and t l , res-
pectively. From equations (15) and (25) we obtain the
condition at the intersection
In the domain labeled B in Figure 2, the solu-
tion depends upon the upstream boundary condition of
plane k which in turn is affected by the initial
conditions for plane k - 1 The necessary condition
for an interesection of the c~aracteristics 1 and
2 is:
dt
hence the slope dX at that point in time is also a
constant for all characteristics in A. It is con-
cluded from this argument that a shock wave can never
form on the uppermost plane in the cascade for initi-
ally dry conditions.
~I > dxldt t
2 1
(28)
Hence, the inequality of (33) is the general
shock-wave criterion, denoted by Ps ' for zone B
of any plane k. If it is satisfied, then an inter-
section of any characteristic emanating from the up-
stream boundary in zone B and a characteristic
origina ting a long (x ,a) occurs somel.here in the
(extended) x - t plane, though not necessarily within
th~ boundaries of the ~ plane for a sufficiently
small interval, t 2 - t l ' on the t k axis. It has
been shown that for initially dry conditions and a
time-varying, spatially uniform rainfall excess, shock
waves cannot originate in zone A of any plane, includ-
ing plane k = 1. However, shocks originating in
other regions can be propagated into zone A. Further,
it is clear that zone B is the critical one from the
standpoint of shock-wave formation and propagation in
other planes of the cascade. Sequential application
of the general rule stated in equation (33) to the
k - 2 preceding planes pennits one to determine the
thnumber of shocks crossing the k-- plane in the
cascade.
By integrating the characteristic equations we obtain
where hI ' and h 2 are the-depths of flow at times
t l ,and t 2 , respectively. Substituting equation
(30) into inequality (29) leads to:
Shock-Wave Propagation - Tracing the Shock Path
In an early paper dealing with kinematic flood
waves, Lighthill and Whitham (op. cit.) outlined a
technique for obtaining the path of a shock wave in
the x - t domain. Their semigraphical method is
based on continuity of flow and the rate at which flow
passes a kinematic wavelet having a given velocity.
The procedure described in this chapter is based on
the geometry of characteristics which intersect on the
shock path and the continuity of flow across the shock
front. Figure 3 shows the general features of a shock-
wave path as defined by the locus of successive pairs
of intersecting characteristics. In particular, two
intersecting characteristics, labeled A and B,
originate at Xi ' t i ,and x ,t ,respectively,, u u
and carry initial depths hi and hu at "those points.
The space-time coordinates at the point of intersection
are xs and t s ' respectively, as shown for the






For uniform stepped lateral- inflow the depth in
zone A for plane k-l is:
(32)
By converting t k_l and hk _l to t k and hk
using equations (25) and (26) and substituting theSe
relationships into inequality (31), we obtain the
following after algebraic manipulation:
(33)
Equation (33) defines the shock parameter, Ps ' and
establishes that shock formation will occur on plane
k whenever P
s
exceeds unity for the condition of
a spatially uniform stepped time-distribution of
rainfall excess. Note that while equation (33) is
valid for time varying lateral inflow, it does not




Figure 3. Shock-wave path given by locus of
intersecting characteristics.
8
Fro. the equations for the characteristic ground
curves, the following system of equations can be
developed for the A and B characteristics:
The B characteristic is defined by:
... • 'u + ~ lb,-x)'!f + hu j lIN - huJ (34)
where ~ and t b are coordinates along the
B-characteristic curve; N and a are parameters
defined previously; q is the rate of lateral
inflow; t u and hu are the initial values of
time and depth, respectively, for the B
characteristic.
The A characteristic is defined by:
Equations (34) and (35) along with an expression
for the local velocity of the shock wave
shock path originates at the point (0,0) and its
velocity is first approximated by expression (36).
The time of arrival of the shock at 8 2 can then be
obtained and equations (34) and (35) can be solved
for t u and xi' The depths ~ and ha at s2
can then be computed and are substituted back into the
expression for shock velocity.. This iterative proce-
dure is continued until· t 2 is stabilized at s2'
Then the shock path is projected to the next coordinate
s3 by usinK the stabilized flow depths at s2 in
equation (36) and the process is repeated. This proce-
dure is terminated when the downstream boundary is
reached. The discharges Qa and Qb existing on the
shock path at the time of its arrival at the downstream
boundary are then inserted in the outflow hydrograph.
thWhen all shock paths traversing the k-- plane have
been projected to the downstream boundary, the values
of Xi and t u (or t i and t u )' corresponding to
the intersection at this boundary of each shock path,
can be used in filling with characteristics that por-
tion of the x - t plane unaffected by shock-wave
propagation. A complete outflow hydrograph, showing
the effects of shock formation, can thus be obtained.








are sufficient to obtain the shock path by a numerical
procedure.
Iterative Scheme for Locating the Shock Path
The procedure is as follows. The x axis is
divided in increments 6
8
as shown in Figure 4. The
If a first-order or simple shock wave is defined
as the locus of intersecting A andB characteris-
tics, then second-order shocks would be those result-
ing from the convergence and intersection of adjacent
shock paths. While higher .order shock waves could
conceivably be produced by the mathematical model
representing the cascade, attention is focused on the






Figure 4. Scheme for describing complete locus of
shock-path by use of 6s increments.
Chapter IV
RESULTS OF KINEMATIC SHOCK FORMATION
Tra~ing the Shock Path
To illustrate certain aspects of the method des-
cribed in tJ1e last chapter, a three-plane kinematic
cascade was defined in such a way that shock formation
occurred at the origins of planes 2 and 3. The unifom
lateral inflow was a pulse of rainfall excess having
intensity 0.75 In./hr. and duration 30 minutes. The
planes described below are listed in order of highest
elevation. All three planes are equal with respect to
length, width~ and roughness. Only the over lana slope
is different as indicated by variations in the a
parameter.
Table'!. Description of Three-plane Cascade
Plane No. a • c.;s-o Length-ft. Width-ft.
1 10.0 400 400
2 5.0 400 400
3 2.5 400 400
2.0
2.0
The shock paths crossing planes 2 and 3 are pre-
sented in Figure S. The shock-path computations,
involving integrations along the intersecting charac-
teristics, were carried out by means of the dimension-
less kinematic flow equations. Only those charac-
teristics which intersect on the shock path at the
downstream boundaries of planes 2 and 3 are shown.
Several features of the shock paths presented in
FIgure 5 are noteworthy. The first is that shock 2-A
travels faster than either shock 3-B (a continuation
of shock 2-A) or 3-A even though the shock-parameter,
Ps ' is equal on both planes. This indicates the
dependence of absolute shock speed on the overland
slope of plane 3, since (assuming constant roughnes.)
the slope of plane 2 is four times that of plane 3.
The apparent discontinuity in shock path 2-A 1s thul
attributed to a sudden decrease in veloc!ty upon the
shock's arrival at the upstream boundary of plane 3.
Another interesting aspect of the shock paths
illustrated in Figure 5 is the constant velocity of
propagation achieved over the lONer portions of each
plane. This can be observed from the linearity of
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x. : Dimensionless Distance alon'1 Length of Cascade
Pig~re 5. Shock-paths on planes 2 and 3 for the cascade of Table 1.
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Shock Paths for Various 2-plane Cascades
Shock-path. in dimensionIe.. x. - t.
plane for various p. values and
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Table 2. Description of upper and lower
plane. in 2-plane cascades.
Cascade Length Width p 8 1/8 2No. a-slope ft. ft. s
(upper
planes)
1 1.25 100 400 1.25 1.56
2 1.50 100 400 1.50 2.25
3 1.75 100 400 1.75 3.06
4 2.00 100 400 2.00 4.00
5 2.50 100 400 2.50 6.25
6 3.00 100 400 3.00 9.00
7 4.00 100 400 4.00 16.00
8 5.00 100 400 5.00 25.00
9 6.00 100 400 6.00 36.00
10 7.00 100 400 7.00 49.00
11 8.00 100 400 8.00 64.00
12 9.00 100 400 9.00 81.00
13 10.00 100 400 10.00 100.00
(lower






condition, once detected, could be used to project the
ahock pRth acroaa greater iistances and thereby in-
crease the speed of the. iterative procedure described
in the last section.
1.00
The outflow hydrograph for plane 3, showing the
surges in discharge aasociated with shocks 3-A and 3-B,
il pre~ented in Figure 6. The outflow.hydrograph ob-
tained when shocks 3-A and 3-B are ignored is shown
for purposes of comparison by means of a dashed line
in Pigure 6. This hydrograph was obtained by eliminat-
ing from the computations those characteristics paasing
through disturbed regions of the x* - t* plane
created by the shock. It therefore represents an
approximate sOLution over the two intervals, shown in
'igure 6, which are affected by the arrival of kinema-
tic shock waves'.
The family of shock paths observed on plane 2
of the cascades de.cribed in Table 2 is presented in
Figure 7. The influence· of the shock parameter, P,
11 clearly evident from the decteaaing passage time.·
of shocks associated with high Ps values. This
result indicates th~ dependence of shock velocity on
p when the slope Qf the lower plane is held constant.. ,
The same shock~ would occur if the slopes for
each plane were the same but if the Chezy C were
varied so that a remained as shown in Table 2.
Pigure 6. Dimensionless hydrograph for cascade of
Table 1 showing effect of 2 shocks on
plane 3.
O.OO"""""'---'---~---''----'---~--'--~
0.00 0.50 0.75 1.00 1.25 1.50
t.
0.80
In order to examine the effect of the shock para-
lIU!ter, Ps ' on the shock path, a number of 2-plane
cascades were defined as indicated in Table 2. The
len~ths ·and widths of the upper planes were held
constant while the slopes, as represented by the a
parameter, were varied between the limits: 1.25 < a
< 10.0. The lower plane was maintained at a constant
length, width and slope for all cascades. The Chezy
c factor was assumed constant for all planes. The
resulting ratios of overland slopes for the upper and
lower planes in each cascade are also listed in Table 2.
Lateral inflow was given as a uniform pulse having
intensity 0.75 in./hr. and duration 30 minutes.
11
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In order to moce fully investigate the effect of
changing Ps on the shock path, another series of
2-plane cascades was defined. According to this defi-
nition, the upper plane was held constant with
a • 10.0, length • 400 feet, and width ~ 400 feet.
The lengths and widths of e3ch lower plane were s~t
at 400 feet. while the ovel'land slope was varied in
the range 1.00 < a < 8.00. The shock parameter was
thus given values over the interval 1.25 < Ps < 10.00
as in the previous set of cascades.
The resulting shock paths possessed the general
features presented in Figure 7, except that they
varied with P8 in reverse order. Th~~t is. the shock
pathsassoclated with higher values'of P
s
arrived
at the downstream boundary of plane 2 later than
those having a smaller value of Ps This in"'~rted
relation between Ps and time of arrival is a "csult
.0£ the shock traveling across an overland f~ane of
small slope compared with the second plane having the
same Ps in the previous Set of cascades described
in Table ·2.
Outflow Hydrographs for Various 2-plane Cascades
The outflow hydrographs observed at the downstream
boundary of the second plane for the cascades of
Table 2 are presented in Figure 8. It is observed
that the hydrographs for all cascades coincide over
the regions that are outside the influence of the
shock front. The effect of P is evident from thes
varying position of the vertical portion of the rising
limb representing the surge in flow created by shock
formation. Previous results have shown that both the
strength and velocity of the shock will increase
directly as P
a
for the cascades of Table 2. This
relationship is clearly observable in the outflow
hydrographs of Figure 8.
The dimensionless shock paths and rising hydro-
graphs presented in Figures 7 and 8, respectively,
are perfectly general for cascades of 2 planes) having
equal lengths) widths, and roughness, in which the
lower plane is fixed with respect to overland slope.
The equilibrium and recession portions will vary
according to the eq uilibriul'D time of the lower plane,
which in turn is a func tian of the length, \"idth ,and
slope of both planes. Since the discussion of this
section has centered on the effect of shocks on the
rising limb, further dimensionless results are not
presented.
Kinematic Shocks in Partial E'quf.Ubrium Hydrographs
When lateral inflow ceases before steady-state
conditions are established, outflow from the lower
plane peaks at a rate less than that of the lateral
inflow pulse. Because characteristics become straight
lines and carry constant depths after lateral inflow
ceases. it is anticipated that the depths across the
shock and consequently the shock path itself will
differ from the full equilibrium case.
In order to determine the effect of shock forma-
tion on partial equilibrium hydrographs. the 3-plane
cascade of Table 1 was run for a lateral inflow pulse
of intensity 0.75 in./hr. and durations 15, 20 and 25
minutes. Since the 3-plane cascade reaches equili-
brium in approxima tely 22 minutes for this la tera 1
inflow rate) the first two cases will produce partial
equ1\ibrium hydrographs while the third will produce
full equilibrium.
The resulting 3-plane hydrographs are shown in
Figure 9 in which shocks A and Bare ind tea ted by
heavy vertical lines. Several features of Figure 9
are of interest. The firr~ is that, although t~e
depths across shocks A and B decrease with decreas-
ing pulse length, the speed of each shock remains
app"roximately constant. Hence the shock path 11 not
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Figure 8. Dimen.ionle•• outflow hydrogrsphs for
various p. values and cascades of
Table 2.
Figure 9. Dimensionless partial equilibrium
hydrographs for the 3-plsne cascade
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Another interesting aspect of Figure 9 is that
portion of the hydrograph which connects the two
shocks. It is evident that this connecting portion
becomes flatter as the pulse duration is decreased.
If the pattern observed in hydrograph 3 ~ere continued,
it is expected that eventually the linkage between
successive .shocks would become horizontal. The result-
ing partial equilibrium hydrograph would then exhibit
a stair-step structure in the region affected by the
arrival of successive shock waves. This feature,
observed in hydrograph 3, is a consequence of shocks
arriVing at the downstream boundary after lateral in-
flow has stopped.
A simple computation reveals that the shoekstrength,
as measured by the ratio hB/h
A
' is roughly constant
for shock A and shock B occurring in the hydro-
graph of Figure 9. This result is in agreement with
the motion of a shock wave whose speed is independent
of lateral inflow cessation.
,--+-----+----+--- i + I
Theoretical and experimental overland
flow hydrographs showing physical
manifestation of kinematic shock waves
(after Iwagaki, 1955).
Iwagaki (1955) performed SOme laboratory experi-
ments involving unsteady, open-channel flow with
lateral inflow. One set of experiments was run in a
flume 24 meters long, where the uppermost 8-meter sec-
tion had a slope of 0.020, the middle section slope
was 0.015 and the lower section slope was 0.010.
Under conditions of uniform lateral inflow' the kinema-
tic model would predict three shocks. Iwagaki, how-
ever, adjusted the lateral inflow supply so that the
middle section had a lower rate of lateral inflow than
the upper and lower section. The hydrographs he obtain-
ed are reproduced in Figure 10. These hydrographs can
be qualitatively compared with the partial equilibrium
b~rographs in Figure 9. Obviously the physical mani-.
festation of a kinematic shock is a rapid rise in the
outflow rate as the shock reaches the downstream bounda-
ry. Furthermore, it appears that the kinematic repre-
.entation of a shock will lead to errors in a very





Difference Solutions to the Kinematic Equation Using
Rectangular Grids
j+ I
In investigating the properties of the kinematic
cascade it seemed desirable to use the method of char-
acteristics and a characteristic net to minimize
errors. The possibility of large discontinuities in
the solution at kinematic shock waves also seemed an
important consideration in the choice of a numerical
method. For practical cases, however, rectangular
grid schemes are much easier to work with. According-
ly, we compared solutions from three rectangular grid
schemes with solutions obtained by the method of char-
acteristics. The three rectangular grid methods used
were: (1) the upstream differencing methodj (2) the
single-step Lax-Wendroff scheme (Houghton and Kasahara,
1968) and (3) the four-point implicit scheme used by
Brakensiek (1967a). The finite difference formulation,
the order of approximation and the linear stability
criterion for each of these schemes is shown in
Table 3. The derivation of the single-step Lax-
Wendroff method and stability calculations for the
three methods are included in the Appendix. For a
definition sketch Of the notation in Table 3, Bee
P'igure 11.
Dimensionless hydrographs computed by the above
three methods and by the method of characteristics are
-shown in Figure 12. The input pulse duration was
equal to the time to equilibrium of the 2-plane cas-
cade. The smoothing effect of the rectangular schemes
is clearly shown and the second-order Lax-Wendroff
method does give the best approximation. In general,
x
Figure 11. Notation for finite-difference schemes.
the peak rc"pol1se is delayed and reduced by as much as
207. for the first-order schemes. Differences of this
magnit" ..:,o seem to be sufficiently great to warrant
furthcl ~xamination.
We have not experienced any instabilities in the
difference schemes attributable to the shocks, but
this is a possi'dUty. In Brakensiek's method the
1+1
equation for hj is nonlinear and must be solved
b:r an :l.t·. ·s. -:"'eprocedure. With r trong shocks and
sruall ~t increments there was no positive solution
for this equation for the first ~x increment on the
second plane. However, Brakensiek's method has the
important advantage of unconditional stability which
may result in more rapid calculations because fewer
steps are required. This advantage may be partially
or completely offset by the iterative procedure
required. .
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Table 3. Rectangular Grid Finite-Difference Schemes
~ )
Order ot
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Figure 12. Comparison of finite-difference method••
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Chapter V
APPLICATIONS OF THE KINEMATIC CASCADE TO COMPLEX WATERSHED GEOMETRIES
The rainfall excess WBi I in./hr. applied for 90
seconds.
The test case selected had the following
parameters:
approaches unity, the convergence of flow tends toward
that of a plane rectangular surface.
Chezy C - 100;
N • 3/2S • 0.05
L
O
co 100 ft.; r. 0.1
The width of the
was calculated by
relation
In approximating the above converging section with
a kinematic cascade we have a choice of the total num-
ber of planes, defined by n, and the size of the
bx increment for rectangular grid schemes. The total
number of grid points in the x-direction is l/C.x + 1.
Hydrographs were computed for cascade configurations
ranging from one plane to ten planes of equal length,
with a maximum of 21 grid points in the x direction.
thi- plane of an n-plane cascade
the following area-preserving
Comparison with Exact Solutions for a Conversing
Surface
In any prac,tical application, use of the kinematic
cascade to simulate surface runoff from complex water-
aheds will introduce certain errors of approximation.
These errors are associated with the manner in which
the cascade is Bdapted to actual watershed configura-
tion. For example, a converging overland surface will
be replaced by a series of rectangular planes with
decreasing widths, while a, complex continuous overland
slope will be represented by a series of discrete
planes with individually uniform slopes. It is evident
that by making the individual plane lengths small
'enough (i.e., increasing the number of planes in the
cascade) we c~n minimize the errors of approximation
associated with the kinematic cascade transformation.
One test of the kinematic cascade is to determine
how well cascade solutions conform to those exact solu-
tions obta.ined for selected watershed shapes. Wool-
hiser (1969) has,obtained such exact solutions for
i kinematic flow on a converging surface, as shown in
, Figure 13. The purpose of this chapter is to compare
kinematic cascade solutions with kinematic soluti:>.lS
for overland flow on a converging watershed surface.
For the geometry of the converging section shown
in Figure 13, the continuity equation has been written
by Veal (1966) as:
"(38)
i .. 1, 2 - - - n
~ + Cluh. + uh
at ax' q (L -x)
o (37) where e is the angle suhtended by the converging"section.
.'
The momentum equation is given by the friction rela-
tion of equation (3). woolhiser (1969) has derived
the characteristic equation, based on equations (3)
and (37), and has put them in dimensionless form. He
introduced a parameter"'r which defines the degree
of convergence exhibited by the section--a small value
of r indicates high flow convergence, while as r
'Figure 13. Geometry of converging sectiou.
Hydrograph calcula tions were carried out by
using the second-order Lax-Wendroff scheme for the
interior of each plane, while the upstream differ-
encing method was used at the downstream boundary.
The results of these computations are shown in Fig-
ures 14(a), (b), (c), and (d). The parameter B in
Figure 14 is equal to the number of bx incrementa in
each plane. Therefore, nB is the number of incre-
ments in the cascade and is related to the number of
computations performed. The information in Figure 14
is summarized in Figure 15 where an error index is
shown as a function of nB , with n as a parameter.
The error index is defined as the sum of the differ-
ence between the characteristic-analytic solution and
the finite difference solution 'at the time to equili-
brium and at the time that lateral inflow ceases.
This is admittedly a rather crude index and it is not
recommended for genersl use. However, it is adequate
for this special case.
An eXi<ioI~i'ation of Figures 14 and 15 ahows that
the error index decreases as nB increases for any
n , but that very little accuracy is gained by in-
creasing nB from 15 to 20. The error index de-
creases as n goes from 1 to 3, but for this case
there appears to be a decresse in accuracy as n is
increased from 3 to 4. This probably occurs because
as the number of planes is increased, the first-order
differencing scheme for the lower boundary is used
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more frequently and ;ventually decreases the overall
accuracy of this solution. Shocks present in the cas-
cade solutions have been smoothed by the finite-differ-
ending method used to obtain outflow bydrographs. Al-
though·this is by no means an exhaustive test, it ap-
pears that the kinematic cascade is very effective in
handling lateral convergence and that three planes
with Ax increments of 0.0667 Lo will give satisfac-tory results for linearly converging flow with r .. 0.10.
Effect of Changing Overland Slope on Cascade Hydrographs
A second set of computations was performed to
examine the effect of varying overland slopes on hydro-
graph shape. The slopes of each 3-plan~ cascade are
shpwn in Table 4.
Table 4. Cascade Slopes
..:.-:-=====
Run No. Sloge of Plane
Sl S2 S3
1 .0197 .05 .08
2 .08 .05 .0197
3 .025 .10 .025
4 .065 .02 .065
5 .05 .05 .05
Each plane of the J-plane cascades was 36.67 ft.
long, 1 foot wide, and has a Chezy coefficient C ..
100. The total relief for each cascade was 5.5 ft.
A rainfall excess of 1.00 in./hr. was applied for 100
seconds which is the time of equilibrium of a single
plane 110 ft. long with 5 percent slope.
The results of the computations are shown in
Figure 16. The general shape of the rising hydro-
graph is the same as the shape of the over land slope.
The time to peak is not greatly affected by the shape
of the overland-slope profile for this near-equili-
brium situation, but it would be significantly
affected for partial e~uilibrium cases. There is
a maximum difference of. 10 percent in the peak rs tes,
with the constant slope cascade having the highest
peak and the complex slopes (runs J and 4) having the
lowest peak rate. The Lax-Wendroff scheme was used
for all computations, 80 the same type of errors as
evidenced in Figure 11 are present. Shocks should
theoretically occur in cases 2, 3, and 4. The finite-
difference scheme smooths these shocks and probably
attenuates the peaks. It is apparent from this
example that, for surfaces with the same length and
relief, shape of the overland-slope profile is a sig-
nificant factor in determining the shape of the rising
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Pigure 14. Kinematic cascade results compared with characteristic-analyticlolution converging section
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Figure 16. Effect of slope-shape on hydrograph~.
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Chapter VI
COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTAL DATA
Experimental. data have been obtained for the case
of converging overland flow at the Colorado State
University Experimental Rainfall-Runoff Facility
(Dickinson ,Holland and Smith, 1967). The geometry of
the upper basin of the facility is identical to the
section of a cone shown in Figure 13. A 120
0
sector
with Lo • 110 ft. and r ~ 0.0106 was covered with
butyl rubber. Lateral inflow was applied through a
grid of sprinklers capable of applying water at four
intensities: 0.5, 1.04, 2.39, and 4.22 inches per
hour. At the lowest intensity, nozzles are located on
the corners of 40-foot equilateral triangles. To
obtain the higher intensities, additional nozzles are
activated. The rainfall pattern is quite uniform, with
coefficients of variation from 18% for 0.5 in./hr. to
less than 3% for 4.22 inches per hour.
O~ -:-';:: -=-'::--__-:::-'-=- ---::-'
o 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0
t~
Runoff rates were measured with a 1.5-ft.
R flume equipped with a FW-l stage recorder rhat has
been modified to attain a complete drum revolution in
30 minutes. Time on the analog chart can be read to
5 seconds.
Figure 17. Dimensionless recession hydrograph.
, , Experimenta 1 runs were performed a t each of four
intensities. Each run consisted of two parts: an
equilibrium run to establish the steady-state input
rate, and a partial equilibrium run.
The Chezy C was estimated from the equilibrium
I run data in the following manner. Woolhiser (1969)
presented the following dimensionless equations for
recession from equilibrium for flow on a converging
surface.
Q* = Xo [2 - (1 - r) xoJ (39)
, (l+r)
If we assume that the kinematic model with a
constant C is adequate for the converging section.
we can estimate the normalizing time To from the
experimental recession from equilibrium and the dimen-
sionless recession curve. On Figure 17 t; q 1 when
Q* = 0.76, <.. 2 when Q* '" 0.46 and t; .. 3
when Q*" 0.26. Let the time after lateral inflow
is stopped until the appropriate dimensionless out-
flow is reached be tQ*. Then an estimate of To
is given by
(43)
(42)a1 / N Q
o
c
Now To is defined as the time required to
traverR~ the distance Lo(l-r) at a velocity of Vo
where V
o
is the normal steady state velocity at the
downstream boundary. From equation (3)
Recalling that a ~ c;S- for the Che~y formula-





I+!\ N [l-(I-r)~oJ N - (r)
r 7 (2N-l) (l-r) t:a [2-(1-r)
Where Q* is the dimensionless discharge, r
is the convergence parameter, Xo is the origin of
the characteristic', t~ is the time after lateral
inflow stops until a characteristic originating at
Xo to intersects the dOwnstream boundary x. 1,
and N is the exponent a8 defined in equation (3).
':he dimensionless recession hye (graph cnn be ''-'''j ,·~d
by substituting values of Xo (O<x~<I) into equa-
tions (39) and (40). This hydrograph is shown in
Figure 17.
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The converging se~tion was approximated with a
five-plane cascade with dimensions 8S shown in Figure
18. The Lax-Wendroff method was used in the numerical
c.lculations and five partial equilibrium cases were
simulated. The characteristic method was also used
for comparison. Results of the simulations for two
. partial equilibrium runs are shown in Figure 19 (a)
and (b). In both cases the computed peak rates were
higher than the observed peaks, but this was not the
general cese. In two of the five cases simulated,
computed peak rates were less than the observed rate.
In general, the observed hydrographs rise more slowly
during the initial stages than do the computed hydro-
graphs. Although analysis has not proceeded far
enough to explain this discrepancy, it could be
accounted for by anyone or a·combination of the
following:
(1) Flow is initially laminar
(2) A stilling-well lag
(3) Interception losses occur so that only part
of the area contributes initially.
The timing of the peaks agrees very well and the
recession hydrograph is accurately simulated by the
kinematic cascade.
Additional analyses of experimental data will be
required before definitive conclusions can be reached
but it appears that the kinematic cascade adequately
simulates linearly converging overland flow over a
butyl surface. By induction we might assume that the
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-It was hypothesized that the kinematic cascade is
an appropriate mathematical model for describing the
dynamic behavior of surface runoff. The mathematical
properties of the kinematic cascade were first inves-
tigated. solutions obtained by the method of charac-
teristics were used as standards of comparison in
examining other finite-difference schemes. The appli-
cation of the kinematic cascade to complex watersheds
was investigated by comparing cascade solutions to
exact solutions and to experimental observations for
flow on a linearly converging surface.
The following conclusions may be drawn from this
study.
Mathematical Properties of Kinematic Cascade
Prom the results obtained for-both full and par-
tial equilibrium flow conditions, it is evident that
the abrupt increase in discharge produced by the shock
can -be severe, particularly for high Ps values. The
results of the 2-plane cascade tests demonstrate that
the velocity of the shock, and therefore its path in
the x-t plane, is dependent on the parameters Ps
and a2 which are computed from the physicalspecifi-
cation for a given plane in the cascade. The shock-
parameter, Ps ' has been shown to be most closely
related to the strength of the shock and therefore
influences its celerity or rela-tive velocity. The
slope-parameter, a
2
, on the other hand, governs the
velocity of the flow i~ediately downstream of the
shock. Hence, the absolute propagation speed of the
kinematic shock is related to the two interdependent
parameters, a2 and Ps '
While the shock-wave phenomenon may arise under
certain highly selective physical circumstances, it is
looked. upon in this study as a property of the mathe-
matical equations used to explore the overland flow
problem rather than as an observable feature of this
hydrodynamic process. Nevertheless, the tendencies
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toward shock formation inherent in the kinematic wave
approximation to the shallow-water equations have been
ignored in recent investigations using this approach.
Solutions of the kinematic equations in the pre-
sence of shocks were obtained by three rectangular
difference schemes to evaluate errors of approximation
attributable to various finite-difference methods.
The three methods studied were the upstream-differen-
cing method, the single-step Lax-Wendroff scheme, and
the four-point implicit scheme used by Brakensiek.
Of these three methods, the Lax-Wendroff sche:ne yielded
the best approximation to the exact solution obtained
by the method of characteristics. The smoothing effect
of all rectangular methods in the shock-affected
region of the hydrograph was clearly visible and, in
general, the hydrograph peak was reduced and delayed
by as much as 20 percent for the first-order schemes.
The significance of these errors requires further
s.tudy.
Applications of the Kin~matic Cascade to Complex
Watersheds
In order to investigate the lumped errors associ-
ated with both the finite-difference scheme and the
kinematic transformation of a watershed surface, kin-
ematic cascade hydrographs were compared wit~ the
exact solutions obtained for flow on a linearly con-
verging surface. Results of this application indicate
that the kinematic cascade effectively reduces geome-
tric compleXity and accurately simulates overland flow
derived from rather complex watershed surfaces. Inves-
tigation of the effects of changing overland slope on
the outflow from the kinematic cascade revealed a
strong correlation between the general shape of the
'rising hydrograph and the profile of overland slope
for the cascade.
Although additional analysis of experimental data
will be required before definitive conclusions can be
reached, it appears that the kinematic cascade accu·
rately simulates linearly converging flow on an
impervious-butyl surface.
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APPENDIX A
Derivation of the Shallow-water Equations
Introduction
The flaw of surface water over a uniform plane or
in a channel is classified as spatially varied and
unsteady. Accordingly, the basic equations of the
kinematic model designed to simulate the surface run-
off process are derived from the principles of conser-
vation ot mass and momentum. The derivations presented
in this section follow the development in standard
hydraulic references treating spatially varied unsteady
flow. The dependent quantities are the local velocity,
u , in fps and depth, h. in feet. The independent
variables are the space-time coordinates, x in feet
and t in seconds, respectively.
For channels of triangular or rectangular cross-section,
the area can be expressed in the form:
(A-3)
The constants band m are equal to the width, W ,
and 1, respectively, for a rectangular section, and
equal to the side slope, Z, and 2, respectively,
for a triangular section. Substitution of (A-3) in
equation (A-2) yields the following relation:
Equation (A-5) is the one-dimensional continuity equa-
tion for surface flow over a wide plane or channel.
m-l ~ + b.hm~ + b.m.hm- l ~h (A-4)b·m·h u_ q
at ax OX
In the case of a wide plane or channel, equation (A-4)
can be written as:
Continuity Equation
The sketch of Figure A.l illustrates the variables
used in deriving the continuity equation for a plane
or channel element of arbitrary cross-section having
one-dimensional flow. The continuity equation written
over a time increment dt for the element of fluid
shown in Figure A.l is:
(A.u + q.dx) dt - (A + ~ dx) (u + ~ dx) dt ..
(inflow) (outflow)








Figure A.l Definition sketch for continuity equation.
Cancelling the product A·u , dividing by dx.dt ,
and neglecting the higher order products, equation
(A-I) becomes:
Momentum Equation
An element of fluid receiving lateral inflow in
cfs/sq.l;t. is shown in Figure A.2. Newton's second
fq; Loferol inflow cfs /ft2
w
V
....~__~u+ ~ ~ dx
aFp
-._Fp+-a-x dx
Figure A.2 Forces acting on fluid element used in
deriving the momentum equation.
law is written for the ~orces acting in the x-direc-
tion, where x is measured downstream. The lateral
inflow has a velocity component, v, in the x-direc-
tion. The basic equati.on to be satisfied is:
(A-2) (1\-6)
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Combining equations (A-6) , (A-7) , (A-B) and (A-9)
yields the momentum expression:
yA So dx - 'VA Sf dx • ~A ~~ dx ... i yA dx (~~ + u ~)
where M
S
an~ ml are the masses of water in the
main stream and lateral i~flow, respectively.
Forces acting in the x-direction on the element are
the following:
(1) The weight component acting in the downstream
direction.
where g is acceleratiOn due to gravity and
is interpreted as the total derivative of a
particle along its stream path.
du
dt
where ~ is the unit weight of water and So
the bed ,S lope;
(2) The hydrostatic force acting to the right of the
centroid of area
1+ '8 yq (u-v) dx (A-lO)
Dividing (A-IO) by i ~A dx and re-arranging:
where h, is the distance from the water surface
to the centroid of area A;
(3) The hydrostatic force acting to the left at the
'centroid of area
(A-11 )
aF - ofF +.:.....2. dx • ~hA + .:.....2. dx
p ax ax
For the case ,of one-dimensional flow in a I"ide channel
or over a plane surface, equation (A-II) can be
written:
Liggett (1961) has shown that the hydrostatic pressure
of
differential. ~ dx. is given by
~ + u ~ + g ah = g(S - S ) - ~(u-v)at OX ax a f h (A-12)
a'- I> ~h
~ dx • -'fA OX dx; and
(4) The friction force retarding the flow
Equations (A-5) and (~-l2) are the one-dimensional
unsteady spatially varied flow equations applicable
to wide channels and overland flow planes. The
assumptions made during their derivation are the
following: .
where Sf is the slope of the energy line.
The momentum changes on the RHS 'of equation (A-6)
may be evaluated a.
(3) The energy and momentum coefficients, used as
corrections to nonuniform velocity distributions,
are equal to one.
(4) The channel slope, S ,is small and is approxi-
.0
raately equal to sine" e.
(2) The pressure on the vertical surfaces of the
flow element is hydrostatic.
(1) The flow is gradually varied so that vertical
components of velocity and acceleration are
negligible in comparison with the components
along the direction of flow.
(A-7)1:Fx • 'VA So dx - 'fA Sf dx - 'VA ~ dx
Renee the basic equation (A-6) may be written as
• !vA dx (~ + u ~)
g T at OX (A-8)
(5) Frictional resistance in unsteady flow is the
same as that for the corresponding depth in
uniform flow so that the friction slope, Sf'
can be obtained by either the Manning or Chezy
friction relations.
1• 8 y q (u-v) dx (A-9)
Reference is made to publications by Gilcrest
(1950), Chow (1959) and Yevjevich (1961) for more'




Derivation of Lax-Wendroff Scheme
The dimensionless equation for kinematic flow is
This equation can be written in the conservation
form:
where








~Substituting the expression for ot given by
equation (B-4) into equation (B-5)
(B-6)
Expanding h(x s t+6t) in a Taylors Series we
obtain:




.ah. _[a- (~ hN) -q] (B-4)
ot OX
and
n .a-- [iL~ hN) ~. _iL [alhN} 3s
ot2 ot OX OX at ot
Therefore:
hex, t+l1t) • hex. t) - l1t [.L (~hN) - q]
OX n
(B-?)
= _ .a-[N ~ hN-l ° Oh]+ Qg,
OX n ot ot (B-5)
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Equation (B-7) gives a second order approximation
for h(x s t+6t) and is the basis of the finite-
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In a linear stability analysis we assume that
instabilities first appear in a very small region of
space so that if the coefficients of the derivatives
are smooth functions they can be approximated as con-
stants in this region. Accordingly, we linearize
equation (11) as shown in equation (C-l) where n
is a constant.
Stability is one of the properties of a difference
scheme that is required before convergence i~ guaran-
teed. In an unst3ble scheme small numerical errors
introduced in the computational method are amplified
and eventually dominate the solution. Although the
following method of stability analysis is not rigorous
for nonlinear equations, it does serve to identify
those difference schemes that are obviously unsuitable
and it also determines appropriate step lengths for
conditionally stable schemes.
Now at any point j , k the numerical solution hk
j
is equal to the true solution h(k~t, j~x) plus an
-kerror term h
j
h~ ~ h(k~t, j~x)
.. q (C-I)
(C-2)
If in equation (C-3) we let m .. n 0 for
point j, k (which we can do with no loss in gener-
ality) we obtain the following
..... k .~ k+l












where 6t is the time increment and 6x is the dis-
tance increment.
Because we are dealing with a linear system, we
can consider one term of the Fourier Series expression
for the error term.
Substituting these expressions into equation
k,..,
(C-S) and dividing by h
j
with the appropriate trignometric substitutions
l(6t )2 [i.,6X 2 .iOo.x]+ - -a e - + e




.... k+.l/..-J k iy·6t . 1 a6t [ i.,6" -lao."Jh h = e ~ .-- e - e
j j '/.tll<.
iy6t
For stability, the quantity e . m'lst
within the unit circle on the complex plane.
real part of equation (C-7) is
(C-3)
where HO is a constant, a and yare wave numbers
in space and time and i m ~. It is assumed that
the errors are perturbations added to the solution of
the linear system. If we write the linearized finite-
difference equation in terms of the correct solution
plus the error terms (equation (C-2» and then sub-
tract the exact equation, we can obtain a differential
equation in the error terms. This differential equa-
tion is then written in finite-difference form. In a
stable scheme the ratio of successive error terme will





which •• t_bli.he. a stability criterion.
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aud the imaginary part ia After substituting the Fourier expressions for the
error terms
a6t sin a6Kox . e iyut 6t(1 -io6x)= 1 - ailx - e
(C -11)
Sq~8ring therea1 and imaginary part$ we obtain the
criterion







(1 - cos oAx + i sin a6x)Ax 1
where r· 9A~/Ax and e • oAx
Let us consider the most critical condition when the
left-hand side of equation (C-8) is evaluated at the
following values of a6x
a6x sin crAx cos o6x Criterion
Squaring the real and imaginary parts,
. 'I - 2a~~ GZ~(l -cos 06>:) + (1 - c:os OtlX~ I ~ 1
0 0
;
111I i ~ 1I
Jf./2 1 0 i Il-(a6t) 2 + (aAt)4 I ~ 16x· Ax
1 ..
" 0 -1 111-4(Oat) 2+ 4(oat)41 s II Ax 6x
3,,/2 -1 0 /1_ Coat)2 + (8At)4 I ~ 1Ax Ax r
I
(C- 12 )
Upon simplification, inequality (C-12) becomes




From the analysis, it is clear that the criterion
stated above is satisfied when
(aAt)2 ~ 1
Ax
Brakensiek's four-point implicit method
Using the same procedures outlined above, the
stability criterion for the implicit method is:
. At
SAx ~ 1





When the upstream differencing method (Table 3)
is applied to the linearized equation with the error
terms and the exact equations are subtracted we obtain:
(C-14)
1
/2 At 2[1 1 (6.x + coseJ+ 2 I-cose)
which can be put in the form
where e = a6t.
(C -10)At(hk _ h~ )
aux j J-l
Equation (C-9) shows that the point k + I ,j must
lie within the zone of determinacy of the line from
k , j - 1 to k, j + l. The Lax-Wendroff.scheme





N-J. The left-hand side of inequality (C-14) is always
~ 1 so the scheme is unconditionally stable.
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Summary of Experiments and preliminary'
Results of an Experimental Investigation
on the Kinematic Theory of Overland Flow
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The first series of experimental runs were performed during Sept.
and Oct. I 1969. The primary objective of these experiments was to test
the hypothesis that the kinematic wave equations are an adequate mathe-
Inatical model for ove:rl~nd flow on a linearly converging surface. A second
objective was to investigate the effect of spatially non-uni.form roughness
on the wate rshcd response. The experimental runs completed in 1969 are
listed in Table 1.
,The mdthernatical 1110del upon which the data analysis is based is
,the kincnlaticm~delfor overland flow on a converging surface (Woolhi.ser,
t 969). A definition sketch of the prc:>blem is shown in Fig. (1). The equations
descrihing converging overland flow .are:
The continuity equation:
ahar-+ a uha x = + uhq (~L---x~')
o (1)
And the friction relationship
. u = ah N- t ( 2)
where u is the local velocity, 11 is the local depth L is the radius, q is the
o
lateral inflow rate and a and N are parameters. If the Chezy formula is
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where Q* is the dimensionless discharge, r is the covergence paralneter",
X is the origin of a characteristic beginning at, the time inflo\v stops in
o
the rccion 0< X < 1 t "I is the time after lnterai 1n~~~ -- W citopS \J.n~i1 a
,.. " a ' *
disel~arge Q~:c. appears at the downstream b~undary and N is 3/2 for the Chezy
equation. This recession hydrograph is shown in Fig. (2). In Fig. (2)
11- 1
note that t,:c . = 1 when Q"" = 0.76, tt.c = 2 when Q* = 0.46 and t* = 3
when Q>:c = O. 26. Let the time after lateral inflow stops until the dimension-
less discharge. Q):c is reached be designated. as t Q . Then an estimate of. *
To is given by the averag~:
( 7)
Normalizing times were computed using Eq. (7) and tl~"e experi-
mental equilibriunl hydrographs w~re normalized on this basis. Non-dirl1ensional
experimental hydrograph are con1pared with the solution to Eq. (3) in Fig. 3( a)
and 3 (h). Agreement between the hydrographs appears quite good, ho\vever,.
" ,
the Chezy paran1cterestimated from Eg. (4) appears not to be constant de-
pending only upon the surface characteristics but appear to vary with the .
equHihriul11 flow rate (Hee Fig. 4). This may be an indication that the
Chezy formulation is not approprIate over the range of intensities tested.
Undoubtedly flow is initially laminar for all cases and may becolne turbulent
over a subst~ntial portion of ihe surface as flow rates increase. The i\lanning
for:nlltlation 111ay give a nl0re accurate representation for the rough surfaces
and thi s forzllula will be used in future analysis.
The data analysis reported herein are not complete so no definite
conclu:-;ions can be Inade. However, it appears th~)t the -Kinematic lVlodel




of estimating roughness parameters is an important one and will be
investigated ihroughly. The size of the experimental watershed makes
it uniquely suitable for studying effects of spatially variable roughness.
The results from the exploratory studies on effects of spatial variations
in roughness will· assist in the design of new experilnents for next summer.
- I
t.
Theoretical and Observed Dimensionless Hydrographs for Butyl Surface
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Rainfall Rate, in. / hr.
Figu re 4 Chezy C vs Rainfall Rate
General Configuration
Lo = Radius from Outlet to R"im
rL = "I I = 1.17 I
o cos 30° ..557
r, = ~'/6 =.01063
r2 = '71; =.0163
'3 ,= I~~ =.0325
Configuration I Configuration 2
Butyl Surfac.e Plastic
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Run .No .. ,"Con f igura tion Surface Intensity Durat.ion-Sees. Rem.:lrks
~JA 1 Butyl RYBG 300 Nuzzle Prcssurt:
(1) RYBG 45 variation signifi-









1 Butyl RYB 60
RY . 60
R 60
ilA G 328 Few sees of B rathe'1 Butyl G than G at start 0 f
ItB 90 11B.





1 Butyl RY 60
RYG 60
RYB 60
ll~ . R 20
RYB 60




1 Butyl RY 60
RYB 60










": ~ () y ,'''Con figura tion Surface .Intensity Dura tion-Secs. Remc:.:.rks~ . ~. -
L3 RY 30
RY 300












3 Butyl RY 75
RY 300
22 RYG 22
3 Butyl RYG 300
RYG 7S
'23 RYGB 14
3 Butyl RYGB 300
RYGB 75
2tl-A RY 30 Problem with storage be-
RY 720 hind the berder; ·should b~
24B 4 Butyl RY 30 filled with the w~t down
RY 300 stage. Board ridges cover-
24C RY 30 ed wi th buty 1 flap &
RY 726 center opening.
25 RYG 20 Board ridges covered with




26 R 20 laid down.
S Butyl R 3C\)
R 20
R 90
27 RY 30 Plastic flaps laid dQT.vn.
5 Butyl RY 300
RY 90
.28 RYG 20 Plastic flaps laid dOI,·m.
RYG 300
5 Butyl RYG 10
RYG 75
.. ......-..--~··b .
29 R 85" Plas tic flaps 141 id do\m.
R 300




- ~'~l!n NI) " *Configuration Surface "Intensity Dura tion -S ec s. Remnrks
;u
6 Butyl RY 360 Wind calm.
RY 90




RYBG 300 No wet dot-ln needed
RYBG 45
J3 7 Gravel & R "420 Grave1 2for top 30'
Butyl R 90 lO/F/yd
34·
7 Gravel & RY 300 Gravel?for top 30'
Butyl RY 90
lO/F/yd -













38 8 Gravel & RY
60 Grave1 2for top 70'
Butyl RY
120 HW!yd·
39 8 Gravel & RYG 360 Gt'8ve12 for top 10'
Butyl
RYG 90 1otFlyd






R 120 1O/Nyd'- for top 10~'
Gravel R
120 Little or no wirtd.
?
42' 9 Butyl & RY 480 101Flyd- top 104'
Gravel RY 120
?
.43 9 Butyl & RYG 3"60 101Flyd" for top 104 '
Gravel RYG 90 wind calm
2 l
44A. 300 . 104 I.,
..
Butyl & RYGB 104F/yd for tcrP. \.












46 10 Butyl & RYSG 300'
Gravel RYBG 90 ..






Run ~.; ..' . -!:Configuration Surface :Intensity Duration Remarks
48
10









Butyl & R 420 Repeat partia 1 equi li-




Butyl & RY 360
Gravel RY 120
~ .~ Butyl & RYBG 305.J.::. l'
Gravel RYBG 90
53 12 Butyl & R 540
Gravel R 120
5.:- 12 Butyl & RY 360 wind calmGravel RY 10
RY 120













Bqtyl & >~Y 10
,Grave~ ~y 360
~Y 120











62 14 Butyl & RY 420
Grave! RY 120.
,63 14 . Butyl & RYG 420
GraveJ ~YG 90 . ,.,:
64
14 ffutyl ~ JtYGB' "no
Grave} RYGB 90
!
6S 15 Butyl & R 480
Gravel R 120,
,
Ru;~ No. *Configuration Surface "Intensity Duration
J I' . Butyl & RY 360GO 15 Gravel RY 120
67 15 Butyl & RYG 4:0Gravel RYG 90
68 15 Butyl & RYGB
420
Gravel RYGB 90
* See ilttached Configuration sketches at end of Table 1•
.~ -See attached coding Table 2 at end of Table 1.
5
Remarks
Coding Scheme for Rainfall Intensity
CODE RAINFALL INTENSITY
R Approx. 005 inches per hour
RY Approx. 1.0 inches per hour
RYG Approx. 2.0 inches per hour-
RYGB 1




}';quations (1) and (2) can be combined by e1 iminating u and \·vritten in the
fr>110\ving dinlensionless form:
Dh·:: N-l ah* ( 1- r) h*N+ Nll* - q",c +r
Jat ~:: ax* l l-Xi.c ) 1-r}
\\:herc





The normalizing quantities are defined as follows': . 11
0
' is the normal
steadY-,state depth at x= L (1-1') V is the normal steady-state velocity ato 0
>~.-: L (1- r), and L (l-r) is the length of 'the converging section.
O' 0
r'~quation (3). h~s only one paranleter~ r~ which is. related to the ctL'geec'
of eonvergence. This indicates that when r is constant' and if the kinelnatic
n10dcl is adequate there willi be a unique equilibrium hydrograph if experi,mental
data are normalized by, dividing the discharge by the steady-state discharge
~tn,d by dividing the observed time by a normalizing time to. The nornlalizing
. .' ,
tIme will be chosen such that it minimizes an error criterion between obser'-,
v(~d' and computed. dimensionless hydrographs.· In choosing such an optimlz~d· ..
to weo,re in fact obtaining an optimized estimate of the,Chezy parameter "~' .. i
tlll'ough the following relatioash ip:.
t
1..0 (t - r)~ 3/Z - l/Z
C =' (8 Q)
T . 0 0
. 0.' ... (Al~.'
.\
Where Q i§_ the steady-state discharge per foot of width at the
o
outlet.
Two sets of experimental runs with different roughness but the
same value of the parameter r have been analyzed so far. The series
with a smooth butyl surface are8B, 26, 27,· and 28. The second series, runs
~, 421\, 43A, and 44A,had a uniform layer of 1-1/2 diameter gravel spread over
the butyl surface at a rate of approximately 10 Ibs. per ~quare yard.
Experimental runs were performed at each of four rainfall intensities
and consisted of two parts: an equilibrium run to established the steady-
~tate input rate and a partial equilibrium run. Each run was
started with approximately the same initial condition by turning on the
sprinklers for a short time to wet the surface before each test began.
Because of the rapid response of the system, accurate timing is of utmost
importance. Although the stage recording equipment at the H-flume
measuring device had a time resolution of five seconds some of the early
runs were subject to substantial timing errors because of procedural
problems. These problems were eliminated after sufficient experience
was gained, and are not present after the first ten runs.
To was estimated from the recession side of the equilibrium
hydrographs in the following manner. The discharges were first normalizec
(5)
..
by di v.i.dlng by the steady state discharge. The analytical recession (rom
equilibrium can be obtained in the follOWing-parametric form
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